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1. The text issued today as Award No. 425-39-2 has been 

signed by only two of the three Arbitrators in Chamber 

Two: namely Mr. Briner, the third-country Arbitrator, 

and Mr. Aldrich, the United States Arbitrator. 

2. As for myself, who participated as the Iranian Arbitra-
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

tor only in the deliberative stage of 

not in the Hearing and other procedural stages there

of-- I had felt that it was necessary for us to sit 

together in a few further deliberative sessions so that 

we might perhaps reach agreement on some of the major 
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points, in the course of discussing and exchanging our 

views. 

3. It was never stipulated ahead of time by Chamber Two 

that the Award had to be issued on 30 June. But I 

sincerely wish, if Mr. Briner or Mr. Aldrich did make 

such an arrangement between themselves or with someone 

else, that they had informed me of this as well. At 

any rate, taking me by surprise, Mr. Briner suddenly 

issued a memorandum at 6 pm on Friday, 23 June, summon

ing the Members of Chamber Two to his office in order 

to sign the Award on the Thursday following the Hearing 

in Case No. 12458 . Ordinarily, Hearings finish at 

about 6 pm. I certainly felt that the other Members of 

this Chamber were exerting extreme pressure upon the 

Iranian Government, and that they wished, in accordance 

with that same assurance which had indubitably been 

given to Phillips, to issue the Award in all possible 

haste and thereby provide Phillips with $55 million in 

connection with a Joint Structure Agreement (JSA) that 

had been frustrated upon the occurrence of the 1979 

Iranian Revolution. 

4. Mr. Briner not only rejected out of hand my proposal to 

hold further discussions but he even turned down my 

request for two or three additional meetings to be held 

only in the first week of July and aimed at continuing 

with the deliberations. Mr. Briner left The Hague a 

few moments afterwards on that same Friday afternoon of 

23 June. 

On Monday, I went to see Mr. Aldrich to request at 

least a one-week extension, in order for us to deliber

ate together on the major points which I had come 

across. He answered, however, that this would be 

impossible, since he had already gotten his airplane 

ticket and had to go on a trip, presumably for his 
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summer holiday. I then telephoned Mr. Briner's office 

in Geneva at about 10 am; he was in a meeting, and so I 

left a message, but there was no reply. I called his 

home at about 2 pm, and his maid said that he was at 

his office. I called his office once more, and his 

secretary again gave a negative response; and even 

though I emphasized that I was his colleague with the 

Hague Tribunal and had urgent business with him, he 

never contacted me. Do international arbitral circles 

condone or even countenance this sort of self

concealment on the part of a supposedly neutral third

party arbitrator? 

5. Mssrs. Briner and Aldrich were seemingly only fearful 

that the signing of a $55 million award against the 

Government of Iran, including lost profits over a 

20-year period in an oil nationalization issue, might 

be delayed for two or three days. How, therefore, can 

international academic and arbitral circles possibly 

consider Mr. Briner an impartial and ethical arbitra

tor, when he has refused his colleague's request for 

two or three further meetings in order to complete the 

deliberations? How can the shameful fact be tolerated 

that these gentlemen rejected even a two - or three-day 

delay in signing the Award and thereby placed me in 

such an impasse that I now find it premature for me to 

sign the Award? For an arbitrator is not entitled to 

sign an award prior to conclusion of the deliberations, 

even if he is subjected to duress and pressure, by 

whatever means, to do so. As a matter of fact, Chamber 

Two had not yet completed its deliberations on a number 

of the most important substantive issues in the Case 

(inter alia, risk, the discount rate, and the quantity 

of oil). If the minutes of the deliberations were not 

secret pursuant to Article 31 of the Tribunal Rules, I 

would annex them hereto as well. 
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6. When Mr. Briner became Chairman of Chamber Two in 1985, 

he had already served for a number of years as a Direc

tor of Morgan Stanley, AMOCO's chief witness in support 

of the DCF method in Case No. 55. Notwithstanding his 

duty to disclose this 

for four years, 1 and 

that Case throughout 

relationship, he kept it secret 

yet he continued to adjudicate 

this period a Case which, 

including the counterclaim therein, involves more than 

$4 billion. 

7. When the challenge mechanism was initially begun, Mr. 

Briner stubbornly refused to relinquish Case No. 55; 

but he was compelled to withdraw when Iran left him no 

room to maneuver, owing to its elaborate and well

argued memorials and to its having revealed the facts 

in the matter. Now, we see that by issuing this Award, 

he has also become guilty of a prejudgment in favor of 

AMOCO in Case No. 55, for in that Case a JSA similar to 

that in the present Case is involved. I am certain, 

however, that in view of the misgivings to which the 

background of this Award gives rise, and in light of 

the blatant defects therein, which I shall list herein

below -- and which I shall subsequently treat at depth 

in my Dissenting Opinion -- it will not be possible to 

rely upon this Award as precedent. It is to be hoped 

that just as Mr. Briner, like the American attorneys, 

vehemently opposed Professor Virally' s views in the 

Award in Khemco, Case No. 310, and trampled the 

findings therein under foot, so too will arbitrators 

dismiss Mr. Briner's business-like Award as 

constituttn:g-a---ae-ad-------------'---------------------

For an appreciation of the extent of this 
concealment, and to study the account of this challenge in 
full,~ Iran's legal and substantive memorials, reprinted 
in the following sources: · 
Mealey's Litigation Reports, 21 October 1988, p. G-li Ibid, 
16 December 1988, p. A-2 

1 
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letter. In fact, by issuing this Award, Mr. Briner has 

shown that it is not necessary to respect awards by 

this Tribunal as constituting judicial precedents. 

8. Somewhat later, following the resignation of Mr. 

Bockstiegel as President of the Tribunal, the American 

Arbitrators insisted that Mr. Briner must absolutely be 

appointed as President by all means; for otherwise, he 

would resign and deprive us of the blessings of his 

presence on this Tribunal. The Iranian Arbitrators did 

not consider Mr. Briner fit to assume the Presidency 

and opposed his appointment, especially given that he 

had just emerged from his defeat in the challenge 

relating to Case No. 55. The United States Government 

eventually referred the matter to Mr. Moons, the 

Appointing Authority, who proceeded to appoint Mr. 

Briner as President of the Tribunal. See: Annex no. 1 . 

9. In addition to all these grounds, Mr. Briner has yet 

another fundamental defect, namely his lack of concern 

for engaging in a legal analysis of the issues of a 

case, due to the fact that by nature he is a business

man. Naturally, someone who is a Director or Member 

of the Board of approximately 40 major and/or transna

tional corporations in Switzerland alone ( cf. Annex 

No. 2) cannot possibly think about anything but capital 

investment and ways and means of accumulating wealth 

and property. Naturally too, such an individual must 

not, to date, have written even a single learned 

article on international law, or a single significant 

~-----------JJook ... on .. J.aw.; ... and ... it. i.s n.a.tural .... a.s.we.l.l.~ ......... tha.t ........... s.u=c=h~~a~-----
person must be ignorant of, and even hostile to, 
scholars of international law. For example, he 
expressed an extreme hostility towards Professor 
Virally in the present Award. If you will refer to the 
legal discussion in this Award, you will see just how 

feeble and insubstantial it is; and if you then compare 
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it to Partial Award No. 310-56-3 in Case 56 (AMOCO), 

you will be astonished to find that instead of evincing 

modesty in the face of knowledge, Mr. Briner has 

impugned and rejected the most basic of international 

legal discussions. Here too, this sort of reaction is 

natural from someone like Mr. Briner, because he must 

issue an Award which will satisfy the major American 

oil corporations, whereas in his opinion, learned and 

academic circles do not deserve much notice. 

Notwithstanding all this, I had hoped that Mr. Briner 

was, on the basis of that same acquisitive and 

capitalist instinct, at least bound by economic 

principles, if not arbitral ethics. I had hoped that 

if, despite all the legal principles involved, he still 

intended to apply the DCF method and to award against 

Iran for payment of 20 years' lost profits in respect 

of a lawful nationalization in the oil industry, he 

would at the very least apply those same principles 

correctly. On the contrary, however, we find that Mr. 

Briner has even circumvented only those factors in the 

DCF method that were detrimental to Phillips. He has 

also failed to use the correct method of accounting in 

this Award. Therefore, he has totally avoided 

mentioning the discount rate, since it would have been 

highly embarrassing for him to mention in the Award 

just what discount rate he had used in arriving at the 

figure of $55 million. If he had intended to use the 

valid rate applied by the oil industry, namely the 

"willing buyerft standard, he would have arrived at a 

figure of approximately $28 million. Yet, whereas he 
--------ha-s e-le-a-r:-ly- ind-i-eated--th-e- quan-t.ity-, ---a-nd---p-ri-o-e- -o-f----o-i--c1--------

and the cost of producing it, he has avoided any 

mention of the discount rate. It is therefore as 

though he had only a single mandate in this Case 

namely, to present a gift to Phillips that he would at 

all events fill its pockets with $55 million in cash at 

Iran's expense. Mr. Briner even disregarded official 
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U.S. documents: whereas documents filed by Phillips 

itself with the US Securities and Exchange Commission 

indicate that its share of the remaining oil reserves 

to be produced over the next 20-year period up to 1999 

amounted to 15 million barrels and had a total value of 

about $13 million in 1979, and although a commercial 

buyer of its shares in 1979 would certainly have based 

any purchase offer on those documents, Mr. Briner has 

estimated Phillips' entitlement in the range of 46.5 to 

48.5 million barrels and has fixed the value thereof at 

$55 million in his Award. See, Annex 7 for extracts 

from 10-k forms filed by Phillips with US Securities 

and Exchange Commission, copies of which were submitted 

to this Tribunal by the Respondents. 

10. Let us now turn to some of the factual and legal points 

in the Award, which I shall itemize below, and on which 

I will elaborate in my Dissenting Opinion. 

a) The 1955 Treaty of Amity makes no provision 

concerning the method of compensation. Therefore, 

it should be clarified and determined by use of 

customary and general principles of international 

law2 • Mr. Briner has rejected this proposition in 

para. 110 of the Award. 

b) International law has distinguished between lawful 

and unlawful expropriations. To Mr. Briner there 

is no difference between them. 

108-109. 

See, paras. 

2 •The wording of the sentence [of Article IV of the 
Treaty], however, does not solve the problem of the method 
to be used in order to determine the value of the 
property." Award in Amoco, para 117. The same finding has 
been reached by the U.S. Supreme Court in Barco National de 
Cuba v. Sabbatino, 84, Sup. Ct. 923 (1964). 
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c) In the Chorzow Factory Case, the Permanent Court 

of International Justice has also distinguished 

between the compensation due for lawful expro

priations (clearly applicable here, as indeed 

found by this Tribunal in the AMOCO Partial 

Award), and that which is due in unlawful expro

priations3 Mr. Briner considers this distinction 

to be inapplicable, thereby confounding the 

meaning of restitution4 in a very bizarre manner 

(para. 109). 

d) In Chorzow Factory, where the taking was explicit

ly found to be unlawful, the Court limited the 

consideration of future earnings to the time of 

the judgment. In this Case, where the alleged 

taking is lawful under the Treaty of Arni ty and 

thus lost profits should not be considered, Mr. 

Briner has awarded the lost profits, through 

applying DCF methodology, for the whole remaining 

life of the contract, which is twenty years after 

the alleged taking. 

e) In the Award in AMOCO, the late Judge Professor 

Virally, an internationally distinguished authori

ty, clearly rejected the use of the DCF method in 

cases of nationalization in the oil industry, i.e. 

the very issue raised in the present Case. Mr. 

Briner has ignored that finding for no reason. 

Mr. Briner relies on Starrett, which is the only 

award in which this Tribunal has invoked the DCF 

method ·· and ···is··· which ·to.tally dissimilar to .. the 

present Case (para. 112). Starrett involved a 

See, e.g., Henkin, Pugh, Schachter, Smit, 
International law, cases and materials, p. 779; o'Connell, 
Inter~ational Law, Vol. II, pp. 781, 789. 

Cf. Cheng, General Principles of Law, pp. 50-52. 

3 
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two-year apartment complex project that had been 

nearly finished and pre-sold. Here, however, 20 

years' worth of contractual rights in the oil 

industry are at issue. 

f) It is a well-established principle of internation

al law that compensation should be based on 

certainty of damages, and not on speculations. 

Mr. Briner has decided to use a method, the DCF 

method, in which every single component is highly 

speculative. 

g) The Claimant itself has declared in public records 

( Annex 7) that its share of the quantity of oil 

allegedly taken was 15 million barrels. Other 

contemporaneous forecasts and facts filed by the 

Respondents also confirmed this figure. Yet Mr. 

Briner is awarding the Claimant the equivalent of 

46.5 to 48.5 million barrels (para. 123). 

h) While Mr. Briner has given neither any breakdown 

nor a reason for his suggested quantities of oil, 

it appears that he is relying, in part, on reports 

and statements prepared by the Claimant and its 

experts as late as in 1983 for the single purpose 

of these proceedings. See Annex 3. 

i) Mr. Briner has included in his Award substantial 

quantities of oil from secondary recovery projects 

that were highly speculative and uncertain in 1979 

(para·s;·-i-20--12-2, ---·ef-; Annex· 3- • 

j) Al though Mr. Briner has admitted that oil price 

forecasts, in particular those prepared in 1979, 

were subject to great uncertainties, he has 

nevertheless based the Award on them (para. 124, 

Cf. Annex 4). 
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k) Although the oil price forecast prepared by Chase 

Econometrics is a major subject of debate in 

another undecided case (Case 5 5) involving the 

same Respondents as in this Case, Mr. Briner has 

repeatedly referred to it, labelled it very 

conservative, and finally justified its use in 

this Award. Mr. Briner has thus gravely prej

udiced the Respondents in that Case. See, Annex 

4. 

1) Furthermore, the very oil price forecast of Chase 

Econometrics has been clearly rejected in Partial 

Award No. 310-56-3 by this Tribunal, by no less 

than the late Judge Virally, as being inherently 

speculative and erroneous. Mr. Briner has not 

only ignored this finding, but also attempted to 

reverse it. 

m) Mr. Briner has based his Award on a forecast of 

ever-increasing prices and on quantities of 

production two to three times that anticipated 

prior to the Revolution. He has completely 

ignored the principle of supply and demand and has 

used one consequence of the Revolution (increasing 

prices) while ignoring another (the clear position 

that oil production would be half of that prior to 

the Iranian Revolution). 

n) Mr. Briner has mixed facts with risks and cate

gorized a number of facts, such as the financial 

tion of NIOC, the ceiling on production, and 

project delays, as risks. He has excluded 

effect of many risks which would have substantial

ly reduced the value of the JSA rights. Further

more, he has ignored the effect of so-called 

diversified risks (para. 135). 
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11. Finally,. it is interesting to add also the fact that I 

obtained evidence showing that certain communications 

and discussions had been exchanged between Mr. Briner 

and Mr. Aldrich in connection with the deliberation of 

Case 39 of which I had been kept uninformed. 

The evidence I obtained indicated that Mr. Aldrich 

had conducted certain computations for the purpose 

of discounting the future cash flows projected for 

the Claimant. My review of these computations, 

which they had used as a base for arriving at 

their decision on the compensation previously 

fixed in the final version of the Draft Award, 

indicated that they had made a serious mathemat-

ical mistake. 

On 28 June 1989, I wrote a memo to Mr. Briner and Mr. 

Aldrich and explained to them that the correct 

application of the DCF formula used in their 

computations would 

million even on 

reduce the 

the basis 

compensation to 

of their own 

$28 

as-

sumptions. I invited them to discuss the issue 

and make available to me all the memoranda ex-

changed between them in connection with the 

deliberation in Case 39. I also asked for an 

explanation as to why I had not been kept fully 

informed of the exchange of views and discussions. 

See Annex 8. 

Mr. Briner first denied that he had received any such 

---------~offimun.i.c.a.ti_o_n __ • 1 immediately wrote a memo to him and 

asked for a written confirmation of his denial. Mr. 

Briner declined to confirm in writing his denial and 

simply stated that he had received some computation 

done by Mr. Aldrich's legal assistant. 
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In view of the above, I felt I had been deprived of the 

opportunity of full participation in the deliberation 

process in Case 39. I communicated my objection to the 

manner in which Mr. Briner, in particular, had handled 

the deliberation process. But, he declined to give any 

explanation, or any information on the full exchange of 

views and memoranda between the American arbitrator and 

himself. He was only interested in getting the Award 

signed as soon as possible rather than indulging in a 

proper conduct of judicial proceeding. 

The Hague, 9 Tir 1368/30 June 1989 

Seyed Khalil Khalilian 
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ANNEXES TO THE 

STATEMENT BY JUDGE KHALILIAN AS TO WHY IT WOULD HAVE 

BEEN PREMATURE TO SIGN THE AWARD 

1. The Episode of Mr. Briner's Presidency in Feb. 1989 

2. Repertoire des adrninistrateurs 

3. Oil Quantity 

4. Oil Prices 

5. Cost of Production 

6. Risks 

7. Form 10-k 

8. Memo 



The Episode of Mr. Briner's Presidency 

in February 1989 

Annex 1 

1 The President of the Tribunal should have been 
appointed by agreement of the Iranian and United States 
arbitrators. Article III, para. 1 of the Claims 
Settlement Declaration. Following Mr. Bockstiegel' s 
resignation, the American arbitrators expressed their 
vehement and unreserved support for Mr. Briner. For their 
part, however, the Iranian arbitrators believed that it 
would be improper for Mr. Briner to become President of 
the Iran-U. S. Claims Tribunal, since he had been 
challenged by the Iranian Government in Case No. 55 and 
also because he was born of an American mother {an 
important fact, by the way, which he concealed from Iran 
when he was first introduced to the Tribunal in 1985) and 
undeniably has family and emotional ties to the American 
society and culture. In addition, given the presence of 
two other Members of the Tribunal, Professor Arangio-Ruiz 
and Professor Bengt Broms, who are eminent figures in 
Western legal circles, the insistence of the American 
arbitrators would not only seem pointless and incomprehen
sible to an impartial observer, but he would also regard 
it as denying individuals more qualified than Mr. Briner 
an opportunity to become President of the Tribunal. When, 
for example, we refer to Mr. Broms' record, we see that he 
has an extensive background not only in administration, 
but also in academic and university-related areas. For 
instance, he has authored a number of books, and dozens of 
articles, in the field of international law. He has 
frequently served as a member or as the head of Finland's 
delegations to the UN General Assembly, and he has often 
presided over, or been an assistant to, UN special 
commissions. He has taught at a number of universities 
and been a Law School President; he has also been a member 
and the Reporter of the International Law Society. He was 
also nominated to ICSID by the Government of Finland and 
he has been a member of the Court of Arbitration of the 
ICC since 1985, a member of the Permanent Court of 
Arbitration since 1986, a member of the Executive Council 
of the International Law Association since 1980 the 

......... ·ehairrnanof t:ne.S-oar'a······or··tne· ·Institute. for ···oeveloping 
States of the University of Helsinki, and Director of the 
Inst~tu~e ~f International Law at the University of 
Helsinki since 1970. In addition, he has held various 
other acauemic ~nd ~rofessional positions. Similarly, 
Professor Arang10-Ru1z not only has an extensive 
background in academic and university areas but has also 
served as a member of the Institute of International Law 
and the United Nations International Law Commission. 



Against such an extensive background, it would certainly 
be mere extemporizing to assume that Mr. Brems or Mr. 
Arangio-Ruiz would have been incapable of serving as 
President of the present Tribunal. At any event, once the 
American arbitrators had despaired of being able to gain 
the Iranian arbitrators' concurrence in electing Mr. 
Briner as Tribunal President, the United States Government 
unilaterally sought recourse to Mr. Moons. As also 
indicated in advance by the American arbitrators, he 
appointed Mr. Briner as President of the Tribunal, even 
though he was aware that Mr. Briner did not enjoy the 
confidence of the Iranian Government, and also even though 
this was not only not permitted by the Tribunal Rules, but 
Article III, para. 1 of the Claims Settlement Declaration 
expressly provides that the President of the Tribunal 
shall be appointed by agreement of the Iranian and 
American arbitrators. Mr. Moons' best argument for his 
decision was that in view of his more than three years' 
experience on the Tribunal, Mr. Briner was the most 
suitable choice, in comparison with Prof. Arangio-Ruiz and 
Prof. Broms. 

(Extract from the opinion published in Iranian Assets Litigation Reporter April 

28, 1989, pp. 17202-3) 
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lrln9n.,. J••n-P-f..,.. Or .. Kentonutr. n. ~ Vlao 
k anngneti ,-ians Saumateri.i AG .. V1s0 10 2) 
I( D•oon•• TN1t&1 AG. MU1"11eoarq (~ .21 
k Enerqa Boratungs AG. Bem 10.JI P. 
• Sanrag AG .. ;liun 10.21 

9nnt;0lf .. ,.,n. Soml>adl• s. 2:300 u Cllau•-<1-
1( •res.a. Aerooon regionas oes E01atur1s SA. _. 

Cha~.11:-0...,;::onos !O.C5l 
k S..-A,r-Est S . .A.. :.. Chaux-ae .. .;onos 10. i2l 
k Bloc 30 SA .. u. C:-iat.I-oe-~onos 10. 1l 
K So1s-No1r-Ouast S.A ~ Chai.a-o...,:onos 10.~2.l 
k C.ntre req10na1 o·inc1narauon 01s orour11 SA ICnoorl, U 

Cnaull-o..,;:,:,nos 10.1 l 
k Comoagn1• oas iranscons en commun. lJ 

C.'°'lau.x-o••F-oncs. u Chaux-oe-;::onos lO.S.Sl 
k E.cia,r S.A .. u. O,awc-o ... i'onos 10.1081 
k FamHla S.A .. :,. c.-;aux-oe .. ;:,:,nos 10.21 
k lmmeuc1es Avenue oes Forge1. Moaama SA., U 

Chaux-<:>e--Fonos ro. ,s n 
k lmmoomere Volta S.A .. l.a Chaua-oa~onos 10. ~ l 
k Se1ene oes E:,latures SA .. U Cha.u1-oe-~onos 12.01 
k SI C.t• ,:es Soens SA .. ;,,.. Chau.r-oa~oncs 10.0S) 
k SI Gren,e, 22 SA .. ..a ChauJ-oe-..:onos i0.05\ 
• SI ~ .. Bassets SA. u. c:-.aw.-ott-i'onos 10.051 
k SI Locauve SA . ...a Cl"laux-oe-Fonos 10.1 l 
k SI rue 1..e0001d-~ooen ~ ,•SA .. .a Chaui.-a ... Fort0s 10.1351 
k SI Soon1e-Mav1t ~3 et ~s SA .. ..,.j, C:iaux-d~onos 10.11 
k Sotouesr SA . :..Ji Chaua-oe-P:onos ti) 05) 
Brtn901t LtJc,en. r. o•• Ch..,....1ta 2:J. 2:iOO UI Chaw:-o-.Fonda 
t Aoeoua commun1cauons v1sueues •t ~f"Oatel •. ...1 

ChauJ-oe-~onos 10.0Sl Pr 
8t1n901Brtngo1f Reu,nara gen. AeM. H .. Lev 
'I( Soar- uno 1-.a1n1<ass1 Maua.u. r1anau 10.Sl Pf 

l!lrtnller Alt- Or., c;-......-q (D) 
e '1vc;911 Kan A.G __ Ft1i~ L0.05-t Pr 
~rt Gunth.r. g,..,..., 0• 
e 1so1<1eoa AG. Ne1'1l"'qen tO. 1l Pf-

8r1ntmann HaM .Joecn1m Dr ... Detmotd D 
t Sunas11 AG. Maners 10.,1 Pf' 
lrtnamann Hetnnc:n. Unt•m.aatr. 20, S,4S2 0NfftNW'Oorf 
k M.arrans $A .. Fnoourq tO. 1) 
&rtnllmann MOr'llt. S01eaet1 0 
le A.SO Autora010-So1z1a1 .. Q,anst AG . .:i:.inc1110.,&l Pf 

Br1nkmenn UUana. 1"'4u■ llb•e"•"· 11. 80,,61 Z0l"iCft 
WeQmann & annl(mann AG. ZUncn ,0.11 

Brtftkmann Aa,ne,, HiJa.llbeenatr. 71. 1°'1 ZQriCft 
• Wegmann & 8rin1<mann ~G. :unen 10.11 

Brtntz:1r.qer•B,.091le Menanna. GMntennw..n., 
!5&& L••mt>ai:,, TG 

k. l)rograhca AG. Bur 10.051 
BrfOd Bem■n:1, c••• oo■ i•1e 20. , 1122 ChM"IWa 
• anoo S.A Montr•u• ,0 051 

Br10d Chn1Uan, C11. o•• Fl9'.lrl 15, ,02:1 cn ... M 
• Bnoo ?1u1 SA ?nuv 10.051 
BrtoCI Paut. ■ v Mon1•Gouun JS. 1008 P'111'f 
• Snoo Pau, S.A ?,.11,v 10.051 P, 

1 Bnoa Pl•rre.Anore. ca•• 00 ■ 1•••· ,oa~ M1z:1ff'■1 VO 
, Ahcom SA \4e:1eres vD re.~~ 
k F,beca SA ""•rm~ncnes 1, OJ 
t Fonte,: SA Mez1er•s VO 10.CSl 
e Ge111t1n S..:.. 'Aez1e-res '10 iO JSl 
Bnoc:, Roo.n. rte ca a,ov• , . ,ooa Pftttv 
k Sovecor SA 1111ars-~1•-Cr01• 10.051 

8rtoft Alatn. Pan ■ F 
t Omn,um 01 ?11rro1•s SA Geneve , , !I.Cl 

arton--C .. tetla CIMMSIM. AI..O,w,,tq1a 
k C.Uta11a S00ns S~. auua 10. 1) 

-" Mien ... Ea...., F 
• Sllwrstetn SA Uenav• 10.05) ► 

Sl'tOM:lti Guido. ona ,. .. _ 17, 6900 L.111UJ-,o 

1 1me0st SA. _ugano 10.0.51 

Brocard 

9-1 Gu1oa, sit. di Fulm,q"- 21. 6W7 IIUV191iane 
1 Soqeoar SA .. w.,9ano 10.2SI Pf 
an- l.,01,us C., r. i..,,,ar,,,.. &a. t~ c.-
• Si rve 01 C.,,00111 17 Gen .. , r0.051 
• Sohrno S_. Sien 10.051 
Snou:►TzonW9ka Aen ... r. L.affiarttfte 10. 1203 Q.,...,. 
1 RaOkl SA .. Ve• 10,0Sl 
9nQVal -.uc, en c;..,.....,, 111G5 C"--
1 G~mO+etr'O A. SA. ~-•ores 10.0Sl 
1 Soforeoo SA Monrraux rO.OSl 
lltln•r'd Marc. r. du 14ant 30. 1207 C.-. 
1 Antigone S.A.. Geneva 10.05) 
lflaaar'd Paul. en. G111i,g.-C-1 3i. 120I Colof"I' 
k Sarram-,..u11es SA Sase1 f0,751 
k Tani<taqer Tlqerscnen AG .. raqerscnen !0.6!1161 Pf 
anatow Thoma■ ..... Bllll ... Cll'f GB 
e ,.ru, ,.G .. Z.ug •0.25\ P. 
Srttacnq1 Aloia, Marttt. &On S.C,,e .. n 
k wooac; wonncau AG Saei:-ts ■tn S..cn,&1n t0.2\ 
9r1t•c"g' Edger. Fe+0- 5. 113' _.,mo ... , 
• 6TX,;:)anner AG. Z.~ricri 10.051 o-. 

• •• Com-. ~t;ement AG. Z~.incn 10.0Sl 
k l(ev Trust C~moanv 1..::: .. .!.Jg !O. ~: 
1 Kvoemee AG. ::.nc~ 10,051 P-f' 
i< wen:,eagentur 9MP A.G. Z.'Jncn ro ~' 
Brttsen91 Mana. w .. wtm'."Str. ,a. 5000 A.arau 
• Ooeoraoo .. G. 3ucns •G (5.01 
e Massim AG Aarau. Aarau 1C.SI 
k t-1a.ss1er Hans AG S,em Sim 10.4..51 
k Hass1er 1'1ans AG i..:.aem -~em 10 '-51 Pf 
t rtass1er Mans A.Ci. :.uQ .. Z.u~ tO.Zl PT 
k 1-1ass11r Hans AG. :Uncn . Z:jnen 10.Jl ~ 
• v,aa1 v1t&J1 AG. z:incr: re. ~Si~ 
Bnucng, Huge, Scnwendll. 6063 Sta,o- 1s-, 
k t-totet i..a/'li;1s AG .. Samen fO.Sl 
t tMnQ Tracing SA .. S.men 10.CSAI P,,. 

1< Wooag Wonnoau AG Sacnsetn Sacnsetr1 10.21 
Sntacng, lg"az Or .. Po11au. 5, .oeo S..-

111: ONCKQusswenc Fiscnttr AG .. -2-,10nacn !C.Jl 
e Ehna SA .. EtiQe1oert; :C. ~ l 
• ugnororm Mooe1oau ,.G, Samen 10.CSl 
k Wegens111n Management Ho101nc; AG .. $.amen 10.51 
I< Wttqenste1n Manaqement ~men AG .. Samen !0.051 
Bntacl'\91 Jcaeon. n. CIM ih6nax 7. 1229 Th6Mr 
k AG 6ntsen91 zvm l(reu.z .. Sacns,,n tO,Bl PT, Oe4 
k !..as E01ttons Nage1 SA. ~entrY"e 10.25) 
1 Mtstaurant Burestuce- AG .. S,rrwt, 10., l 
Brtt ■eng1 l.eooo1a, St ■1nen■ tr, S. 6041 Horw 
• :ii.,,rrer 6 Sr1tscn91 .a.G. .. "'torw 10.051 Cal 
lrttac1i91-•n,nq Me"9ar•ta. Sc:nwaf\Q, 6080 Safflen 
• IMnQ r~otnQ SA Siarnen 1C.05-'l O_. 
ar11ac"91 P.,.,, Uroortentr. 65. 8952 SCllll-
k 8n . .in1manl'I arennstol"fe .-\G., Scnaf'fhausen t0.-41 Pr 
k 9Urke AG_ ZU:rien 1, .Ol Pr 
w: Frat,n AG .. :~ncn 10.51 
• Maqus .. G. Zunen ,o 0541 
k Mayer 4.1-1 AG. :ilarus .. Glarus 10.05) 
• Oloena SA. MenonS10 , 0.51 . 
• Oie■g AG. ZUncn , , .Cl 
ar1t-=n91 l'loo.,,, a .... , .. ,_ s. 506,& K...,. 
k Berooannen M1ttc:is..-...:""Un-90n1stoc11: AG .. .<.ems (2..21 PT 
k ~eslaurant 80n,s10eK AG .. !<ems :0.61 Pr 

911!1 _.,oia. Grou, .. aatr. ,2. n20 Sargana 
1 enn .. G .. ~9ans 10.0SI 

9rtt1 Anna. Nilgeu- 5. S27A Ti9-IMI 
t Bnn 1"40101ng AG. 'Ntntennur 10.05) 
1 j,,lam•r-~ersen w,ntennur AG .. W1nt1rt1iur 10. i l 
Srttt Henao•t•r. C.a111Den;atr.62. l2IO Krwu..&ahMIH 
• 9rNUOl AG. Z:Uncr, Z:';;ncr, 10 1) 
Brin Kan. Sonnenciuc1c,., n:21 Scr,..,,01 rw .. utartfteftta&) 
e 9ntt & Sonne -.G. <an Me11 10 :,51 P, 
Brttt Ruaolf. •tt F0r1t•met.ta. 7l2i w .. aatannet1 
e 9nn & Sonne AG. ,<an Mets 10.CSl 
Sf'ttt Vet'ena. 00rfll ~M. 1.456 Batzenw,t/Glaanutten 
• ~•staurant ""UOeu .:..Ci. Muroemna1 10.0Sl 
&,;tt Vlktor. NO\lguiweg, Ha7 .Ma<a 
1 Bnn & Sonne AG . ...:.an Meis 10.os·1 
8nu t"fatmut. Zentra1atr. ,,2. 8003 Zijncn 
k AG .Anoerna10an .:~ncr, 10.0S1 
B"°"'o-8otta E.lvez1 ■, v,a onvat■ BottL 6&50 MaflOl"latO 
a C,nzta F'anec,caz1on1 SA .\4enons10 1C. l I 
9rMo R lc:a,oo, un1e10 v. c"'"' 19. 6900 L.i.9•"" 
1 Commerc1a1e - ....aoor SA An1 Grat1en1 ,..t,,1Q&n0 10,£) Pr 
Brtvto ~lccaroo. •~011ora. 6922 Morcot• 
• Mammo!ll SA. L.a9ano ,0.051 
k Wirer Line SA. Mtt:Ovte:0 16.0\ 
ln,:nM" Ulnei, Dr •. Ore,e1c1i•Bucnacntat;i 0 
k BEG SanK E~roo&,scner Genoasenscnans0an11:en .. zunen 

160.01 
anzon F~•nc. Oou•••ne F 
k Acn,111 i:~w■rc: s.- ;..,00UrQ 10. 1 I 
1 ProQort SA. jene..,. t0.0.SI 
Briui O•••d. H••"ncn GM1•r•Str. 5. 6'94 Baum■ 
t E!e,oro~an::i AG Sar1tsw.1 10.,1 

Brtui Gertrva. 8annnat11r. i3. a.:,.&.a Bitretawd 
t E11Ktro-anz:: AG. 5aretsw11 ,0.11 

8rtz.z1 He,nz. 8 ■nnf'10t1tr, il. 13"' 8•ret1wtl 
1 E1 ■ •tro-6nz::1 ~G .. So1.retsw11 10 ~ l Pt 
artw Yvan. orom. o•• P♦c.1i.ur1 ,a. ,950 Slo" 
~ 1oees SA vetroz !O 1 1 Pt 
Brocarc, A.nara. La Pra,na. 1~15 La Se,n.z 
e ira1t!ments ii-,er,.,,,,oues arocare SA -1 Sarra% 10.11 
Brocara •ncre. Hloc,ocrome 17. 1400 Yv..-oon 

Electra-Massa ,"-late,rs i.iO c; 
k ;:i.,n-1ranc e1 E:"lrre:iots ce l..ausanne-Chavornav SA 

1PESA1 :riavornav •"' o, 
k i.Js1ne-s ce , Croe :;•r01 , ~ :ea, 

Sroc•rcs Mlcnet. rue C.>uva1ouo 2C. ,i 10 Morq" 
J( Sure• SA ,-.m1er ·":. :51 
ic. Ta01s i,vo11 S,;. -.l~$,1,nn11 < 05l 
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Briner 

Brtfter l(urt. rte ou G~.i...ancy 1.ta. 1213 Onea 
a: S1not1 ?riarm■ $A ?•1n .. 1es..Oua1es 11.7JJ Oet 
t SooNirma SA Ptan-.. 1-0uatn 10.051 
Brtn« Luku Or .. Von,..-o ...... 1115 W.,,,.uwtil 
• ;:i.oa1-P11n AG rl1!'0NIU. voo1:1tS'lll'll 10.2) 
Bf'ttt« Mu or_ A.It• IJnciatr. 115. U03 ADKl'Ulllon 
\( Ergon 1nfOffl\llU( AG. z~ t0.05) Pt 
t Matm,1, Bau •G. Saar t2.01 
I( 1-talil'\li Treuhnanz AG. Bur 10, ll 
t Un10utz .t.G ZUnen 10.21 
B,,_ ........ E9gwa1C1Ut.J. 1$42 -
i: Bnn@f 1(1eswen1.1 AG. w,es9'f'tCanoef"I tO 251 
en,_. Pet.r. l(ont111"11.1tr. la.. 8203 Sc:heff~ 
._ Moencorrt-Scnerer •G ScnaMriau:sen 10.05) 
Br!M< Ro-1 o, .. Ch.. Cha,......Aouv• J, 

1231 Ch•nN 8ouven" 
I( .Aq1t1 Ge.seuscMn aer Agence EconomtQue et F,nanciere 

AG. Zunen 10 351 Pf 
I( Bosutcn AG. ZUncn 10.1) 
• Sosutcn 1Eurooe1 AG. ZUricn l0.051 

Burtt•rrvs 1Su1sse1 SA. Ganew tO 151 
Bumav tEur0oe1 SA Ch,ne--8ougenas t0.4) Pr 

e CoMc AG Stuaen 10.51 
I< Oarr111ow SA Genrwoe 10 051 

En·11,v Mao:et1ng SA Fnoourg t 1.01 
Gecosuc SA Gene .... t0.61 
Gotd l=1e1os Ho1a,na SA Genevie (0. ii Pr 
Grtnc11v OranOts •G ZUncn t 10 Ol 

oc: H & M Hennes & Mauritz SA Geneva It .3l 
i.: Maneoum C:ntreor1se ~ A Fnoourg t0.065) 
I( Har1eou1n Fr1bourg SA Fr1bour0 t0.051 

1""1e1ter Freres SA Fr10ourg 10·.0:51 
Hoo an AG. Bas 1, 10 71 

I( Hooan ISwrssi AG. r\eiqensoor1 (2.51 
It Horn SA Fnoourg t4 Ol 
It 1-1ono1 Automooues 1Sll1Sse1 SA. Saugny 14 0l 
'oc: Monca tSu1sse1 SA Geneve 13.01 
k Hus1nt SA Fricoura 12.9041 
I( 1nsfltut Cerac SA ECu01en1 12.0l 

L,nru .-.G. ZUr,c:n 10.0Sl 
k M1nu11rtt1on Montage Mamtenance M 3 S~c1a SA, 

Genttve 10,051 
• Morgan J.P !SutSHI SA. Gen..-. I 10.0l 

Morgan S1an1ev SA. Geneve 10.51 Pr 
Nrtro Nocet Frf\anc1ng ana 1-,umg SA. Gen.w (0.11 

I< Otfice nouvHu au nenovaqe Onet SA. Genew 10.31 
k Onnter SA. Gen1v1 10 51 

P,ente SA Fnbourg 11.44.31 
Settlements SA. Fr•bour~ t0.150) 
S1ber 1-tegner Mo101nq AG. ZUncn IB OJ 

k Soc1ete ae Pan1c10at1on aans le oomame s11ment11re SA. 
i:ricourg !2.0) 

k SI Marv Au SA. Fnoourg )0.05) 
I( .,.he Maersl( Comoanv 1Su1sse1 SA. Geneve 10.S} 
k The Weir Grouo 1n1ernauonai SA. Frrbourg 16.0) 
t Trannex SA Geneve 
k Tncenrrot SA. Gene-ve i0.3) 
e T~W lnttmat1ona1 SA Genl'Yt 13.991 
k w11t1s 01 Lonaon AG. ZUncn. ZUncn 10.051 
Briner-Elden,_,,, Rol>ert Dr .. Humn_.tt. TT. 

870' Hemlberg 
k Com01neo Tecnno1og11 Comt.cn SA. Vf/"tlflV t0.5) 
Bri- Robel1 Georg Dr_ WalMnfteUUtt, 15. as20 WideMWII 
k Comout11Mst0n Apc::111.0 Graorucs Systems AG. Kloten 

10,251 
B,t,.., Ruth, W~lffft19.,,.tt.22C, &401 Wlntertnur 
t Grogu ,-,G. w,ntertf"lUr \0. t I Def 

BnMf Sleonan o, .. KitlllhOfllald• 13. IIOC3 Adll9-..II 
Diga 1mmo0111en AG. Ebtkon 10.lJ 

Briner w.,_, UnL Mollenatta-. --Wit· 
e Bnner f"'eoqo AG. One" r0.11 
Brtn9net1 i'!ugo, Kantonaatr. 3%. 3930 Vlap 
i< Snngnen 1-1aN Saumatenal AG. Vise 10.21 Pr 
k r:riscnbeton 8anscn1eoer AG. Ba1tscn1eoer !0.1J Pr 
k. 1<1es~ una Zementcroou.cte AG, Su1ten Gma L.euk 10,151 
k Sano & Kies AG, aa1tscn110er 10. H Pr 
e SantaQ AG. Thun 1021 
BnngMn Jun-Pl.,.., ~tr. 32. 31311 VIW!' 
I( aringnen Hans Baumaten• AG. VtSD t0.2\ 
I( Oeoorue Teuttil.l AG. Mutlle0e1'q (1.21 

l(evag ,-::.enncti~riun;s AG DUd1ngen. oac,ngen (0.11 
Santag AG Thun 10.21 

l!lrtngoll Alain, Somoallle 5. 2300 La Chau•-.l'onela 
I( Se1-A1r-E.st SA U Chaux-oe•Fonos 10. 12) 
k Bloc JO SA Li. Chaux-ae-Fonos 10 11 
I( Bo1s-No1r-Oues1 SA. u Cl'l&Ul.-oe-Foncs 10.12} 
I< Centre re-g1ona1 o 1nc,nerauon Cl$ orour•s SA (Cridorl, ~ 

cnau••oe•Foncs 10.11 
, ec11rr SA. 1.a Chau•••woncsa 10.1011 
• F1m11,a SA L.a Chau•••o-Fancsa 10.21 
k lmmeuCIH ... Yel"IUI 011 Forges, Mooerna SA. L.a 

Chau1-ae-Fona1 10 ,s, l 
k 1mmoo,11.,. VOii& SA, L.a Chau&-OWOIICII (0,1) 
k Sertrie ots eo1a1ures SA L.a Chawi-01-Fonoa 12.01 
• sr C1t1 aas Soo11s SA. "a Chau•••••Fonas 10,051 
k SI Grtnter 22 SA, "a Cllau1-ot-Fono1 IC.OSI 
k SI LIi i!asHts SA. L.a Cnl1.11-1'ona1 (0.051 

SI L.0C111Ye SA U C1\11,,1.1~ .... Fono1 ,o.,, 
SI Rua L<tOOOIO•R- l ,. SA I.I& Cllaua- (0,1:lil 
SI Soc,n,e-Marret :~ et , S SA L.a c-_.i:onm 10, 1) 

• $OIQUl5 SA '-• C-••-CIS fltOSI 
Br1ngoll lUCWJI. ,. d•• C11•- :a. 231111.& 

Chau•-
11; Aoec~& commvn.cations ..,,su111e1 et v1ro1..., L.I 

-::iaua-ae-Fonas 10 061 Pr 
Brink Wlllom, ScnoonftOfffl (NL) 

ot 1nttrc0at1ng AG Sassers00n 10 6) 
Ga■tnuoer Chart••• Ahelmffl, 1290 Stetn am 

Rll•ln 
t Mtrose Gacriet AG. ~,er,en 10.151 Pr 
Bnnkar AlfreO, Gtve1at1•,; (DI 

. • ~uggh Kari AG F,sroacn 10 OSI Pr 
Brtf"lkmann GYnu,er, Br•m•n tDt 
, 1so11t1e01 AG 810en 10. 1 I Pr 
8r1nkmann Hant .Joac.r,1m, 0etmo,a (0) 
~ Sur1as1t AG Maiten 10 , ~ Pr 
Brtnkmann H .. ""CPI, Unte"'Nllr. 20, M52 ObenofH'CIOrf 

ot Yecairans SA ,:,,cour; 1C , : 
Brinkmann Horal, so, .. •n ID) 

oe ASO Autor1010•Soez111•0r1nst AG. Zurici, 10.16) 

144 

·C'-,rrsettung1 
• Auto Souna AS ;:lao,o Manrtttl"lq AG. Z:uq 10.0:Sl 
lrtnkmenn UllaM. HUallbaet\lU, 71, IOil1 ZUnctl 

Ne-Qmann & Brinll(mann AG. lUncn tO 11 
BrlMment1 A.a1,-,. HUalil:MICNtr. 71. aa.1 ZUrlCII 
,. Weamann & Bnn•mann AG. ZUncn 10.1 l 
anntztn98'-8F09Me ....,.... Gun~ &514 L.atfflOacft 

TO 
k Proqrat,ca AG. Bur 10 O!il 
BnOd ,.,..,,._ Ch.. dN Noyen 11. 

1032R_-uu..,.,,. 
C;SFI carretour au tenn&a et au soun SA. 
~omane1-.1ur..yt,,&S,&t\ll8 11 5.51 

Brlod a.mans. oue ooat.aJe 20, 1822 ci-nex 
• Snoa SA. Montraia tV.~l 
8r1od Chrt■1La~ en.. dN Fieun ,s. 1023 c,; ...... 
• Orioa. Pau1 SA. Pnltv t0.0:51 
Br10d Daniel. Aw. Gh~~• Gui._, JI. 1009 Pvlly 

i< Graouion SA Mont s1fio111 10.S) 
8r10d Paul. IY. MOftt•Gouun 35. 100I Pttlty 
• Bnoo. Paur SA Pn .. 10 O!il Pr 
Bnod PlerTO-,.,,.,,., caN OOltaie, 10&3 .. _ YD 
e Fontex SA. M•:.ern t0.051 
e Gesttt1n SA M•z~es 10 051 
e SBAG. Scnu10ner Betreuunqs ,1.G. ~•:11rn tO.05) 
enoo Flot>en. Rt• oe Sro,,9,. 1ooe PTtlly 
e Camoomat SA. V1llars•Stt-Cr01x t0.051 
oc: Sovec01 SA. V1llars 10.0:51 
Brion Alain. Pen■ fFl 
e Omn1um ae Perr011s S ,-, Geneva 118.0l 
Brion Claudine, Rla.Oranq1a 
~ Ci.Stella Soorts SA Built t0.1 l 

Brion Mlcllel. Eaert (F) 
! S1lverst11n SA. Geneve tO 051 Pr 
Srto■cnl Arc•nq .. o, 6151 Ogg.a 
It Sauter SA. Ponte Caonuca tO 051 Pr 

Br1oacnt Flevta. Br1o■cn1. 6951 Ogg.a 
K Sauter SA Ponte Ci.onuc.a. tO 05) 
Br1o■cn1 Guido, Slr. di Fuim19n.no 21. 

69n Ru1119Uan■•L.1.19ano 
e PP.&. Protess10na1 Par,nen s,-,. L.u;ano 10.051 
e Sog1c,ar SA. Lugano 10.251 Pr 
K Unicom SA Luq&no. Lugar,0 tO 1 I 
8r10Kttl-Ol•M1la L.UIN, 6900 Lvgano 
I( Clln,ca San Aocco S.A Grono 13.:n 
Br1Que Lout■. Ne UfflffllM •• 1203 a.,.... 
• Si rue oe ~noou, 17 Geneve 10,051 

BrtQu .. Tzonwak■ AenM, r. L.■martlM 10, 1203 Qene-,,a 
e Aaoka 5,-,_ Les Collons-v-n 10.05) 
Bnaaans Man:. r. du Nan1 30. 1207 G.-
, Ant19one SA .. Geneve 10.051 
Bnuans Paul. Cft. Gtan<J..C.MI 31. 1208 ColCJVny 
k Satram~1-1u11es SA. Buel 10.75) 
k Tank1&ger Tigerscnen AG. Tiger1Cf'len t0.6801 Pr 

Brtatow Thoma a Henry, B11-y (GB) 
e Ark1s AG. Zug 10.25) Pr 
Bntacnvt Aiola. Mattll. 6072 S.-n 
e Bntscng1, "'· AG. SacMe1n tO OSI 
Br1tact,gl Bl•-• Meltltftwllllohe. 1275 l!lallwll 

I< Bucnmann & 8ntscng1 AG. lnw,1 (0.11 Pr 
Br11acll<jl Edgar. Feklwe9 5, 11:M Adllawll 
• 8TX-Pann1r AG. Zuricn 10.051 Del 

Comoo Management AG. Zuncn 10.051 
k Key Trust Comoany I.Id .. Zuq (0. 100) 
• Kyt>emec AG, Zuncn 10.051 Pr 
Bntacl!gl Hana W•-· H. Wlffl-Str. 10, 5000 -
k 01eoraoo AG, 8ui:ns AG IS.0) 
• Hass,m AG Aarau. Aarau 10.91 
k rlass,er. Hana. AG 8em. Bern 10.45) 
1e Ha.ss1er. Hans. AG L.YZ.em. LUZtm f0,45) Pr 
1 Huo1e, Hans. AG Zuq, Zug (0.21 Pr 
k Hu- ,..ns AG Zimcn. Zuncn 10.31 Pr 
• Vidal. Vital! AG. ZUncn 10 151 Pr 

Br11act1gl Hu90, SehwerlCIU. IOl3S
k Hatti L.angrs AG. Slmt1110.B) 
e """'9Trao1ng SA. S.,,,en 10.051 Pr 
Brl\lChlJI Ignaz Dr. Po9Utr. 5. 6060 Sa,-, 
• Ange1omont1na l'"t~01n9 ,-,a. Eng110ero 10.25) 
k OruckguuwerK Fiscner AG. Alonacn 10.3) 
e Etrna SA Engero.,g 10.11 
k Lanoencerg Orucktrea Sarne,, 10.31 Pr, Del 
k L.1gnotorm Mobelblu AG. Wilen Gde. $amen 10.05) 
k Weqenst11n Management Ho101ng AG. Sarnen 10.Sl 
I< Wegens1e1n Manacement Sarnen AG, $amen f0.05l 

Br111Chgl .ioaef. 57oi Bll"tWII 
e ~est1ur1nt Sur11tu01 AG. B1rrwu 10.11 

Bntacnv1 Joaeon. rt• o• c;:- 105, 1224 en•~
• AG Br11seng, zum Kreuz. Slcnaa1n 10,Sl Pr. Del 

Br11acn91 LeoPold, Ste-tr, I, IO<&I H-
t Ourrar & 8ritscng, AG. Horw 10,051 Del 

Br11aclt91•1"'1Dg M•rv•re11, Scn-lNI. IOIO S-
I l"""'lTt101ng SA. S&rMn 10.051 Def 
BntH-1191 .,., ... uroan ... 1r. as. aw -
k Brun,imnn Brenn11ont AG, Sch.lffhaua., 10,4) P, 
k Bil, .. AG, Zuricll 11 ,0) 
k Fr1hn AG. Ziirlctl 10 51 
t Ma9us AG. ZCincn 10 °"' 
• ""''""" AGGillnls.Gianall).1151 
k 01ttena SA. M•- 10.51 
e OINcl AG ·Zi'lrren rl 0\ 
Brl!oCftgl Robel1, Btellel~ 5, IOM K.,,,a 
"- Be-r9ci1nnen M11cr,see~~run-S0n1stoc:k. 1<.em1 (2.21 
It l=l;1111uran1 eorustOCK AG. Kerns 10.61 Pr 

Br111 Aiola, GronfatGatr. '2, 7320 Sa,;ana 
e 8rrlt AG. S1r91ns 10 OSI 

B1111 Joaef Dr .• Pro,,,..,eaentlr, 17, 9400 l'loracllacfl 
,c A1r00n A1t11"1r"'6e1n AG A111nme1n• Th11 l 1 .0) 09' 
t ~ecair AG Altel"lrft11n Gae.Th1110,1\ Det 

11111 Kan, Sonnanollck. 7321 Scll-ftOI (Wt1aa1ann..,1a11 
• Brill & Sonne Kari AG Scnwena,. Got Meta 10,051 Pr 

B1111 l'ludoll, all ForalamtYI. 7321 We1aa1a-
• 8r,n & Sonni Kati. AG Sen-no<. Got. MM 10.0Sl 
Britt Ylklor, ,;..,;u•-· 8117 Mell 
e er,tt & Sonne- ~1r1 ..:.G Sc1'lwena1 Got Mela 10.051 
Br1IZ HelmYI, Blrmenaoon.,.tr. 511, I055 ZUrlcll 
., AG Anoern11oen Fenr11tol'T 10 OSI 
Britz .ionn. London 1GB) 
" ~010 Fasl AG Ztrm11t 10 11 

Brlvlo•BOUI EIYIIII, 'fl ■ Mademo, 6150 Menanakt 
e C1n111 Partec1oaz10n1 s.-. M•nar1s10 10. \ I 

11-.i RICCWIIO, 611Z2 -
e Comm1trc111e•u0or S A Am Graf~. ~ 

Brtz KnYd. ,iy.,am1r,e1e (DK\ 
Sct'ltller F 1-i AG. ?1Uhkon 10.11 

Brlul Da"1d, H-1nncll Cw) .. ..Stt. 5. MM 
t E.lell(tr0•SntZI AG. av., .... 10.11 , 

ar,zzi G..,rud, Bann-.11. 13. l3>W --• 
e EleKtr0-8ri.t%1 AG. SiretSWN 10.1) 

Brtz:&1 w....._ a--.cr.13. l:M<l l!I.,_· • 
• Ete•tro-ariu, AG. Biretsw,t 10. 11 
1111UJ Ynft. prom. dN P-11. 1- S1oo,. 
k 10eu SA. 'verroz. 10.11 Pt' 
11-. .. ,.,..,,., L..a ......... 1315 La 5-
t iran,ments Tl"lermKJun 8roe&10 SA. 1..a 
ll_,.,..,,1, Hlp-11, 1000Y-

~~~Qn1e oaa cnel'nlf\S o• fer au Jura IC.J.), 

Comoaqnie au Ch•""" oe ,., o, Glion eua A 
Navei Montreux 12.2221 
Comoagntt ou Chemn o■ F« a·Yveraon • 
YYeroon 12.-41 
Com01gn1e ou Chemtn ae fer Montreua-0 
Mormeux t 10.687) 
Comoaqn,, ou ChtlTWI: ae 1..- Pom-Sruaua, 
10,99051 
E!ectra•Mus.a. Naters 140 Cl .• 

I( ~;~~~in:~~~;~~t~loe ~uann..-Chavorra, 
S1mmenra1b1nn !SEZI. Z~s,mmen t3.5CrlSJ 

l< us,nes 011 Ortle Ort>e f 1 .0681 
Brocans Mlcne1. rue Couwe1oup 24, 1110 Moovw 
k Guv 6 Morrso1 Surauuove SA. Giana 10.1001 
k ;::laa,o Sonora f<occ et Pet11<Qnno SA. uuaanne 
k T101s Tivolr SA, UU$,ll\l"lt t0.05l 
8roeca .. At1entranger 8'191d&. Vla a6 AOCCOfO., 

6932 Bn19anzona 
e G1rn1ne1 SA 6reganzon1 10.051 
Broccnl Sn.,no, c.au Gaml>Of'M, &925 G.,..Ulino 
t C1menzrn0-8roccn1•SennnaUMr StlJOtO a A~ 

B~:i"~I~~~: ~~
1
Motta 31, 9900 U.HJ.-0 ·a 

• ~-I~~ ~n•. nzguenacnan tur HolZWWKI A.G .. , 

e 8urCK SA Lugano 10.051 . 
C,w SA. Chur 10,051 Pf ; 
Oa,en,n S.A .. Oavos 10.05) Pr ·• 
Oelc1us S.A .. C0tra 10.0!il · 
Oelfrs SA. cnur 10.os1 ·l!IB 
Oona SA Chur 10.051 ◄ 
Fin1e-rm0ct1 SA O■YO:S 10.051 ~ 
Finwuer .-.G. Oisenus JO.OSI 
Form1hn S.A., 01s1nus 10.051 • 
Goldlowe S.A .. Chur ,o OSI Pr • 
Gngna SA. Davos 10.051 Pr . 
K1nl10 SA. Oavos tO.O!il Pr 
t..ae111 Soe1eta oer tnwstmenn Finanzian tndUIU'llllte 
c:ommerc'-111. Chur (0.051 !' 
Puldlmo SA .. C0tra 10.05) 
PrelH SA. Oavos 10.0!il Pr . 

se-eco SA .. OaYOt 10.0Sl Pr 'i Simser AG .. Chur (0.051 .;.,. 
• Su1mohn SA. Oisenus 10.051 -" 
Brocco Al'-t. Ro..._ 2. 3270 ~ · 
• Muwa AG, Lyss 10.05) • 
llroccoll Enrico. 61143 Y- , 
k Kurnote, Al Rone AG. Zuncn 12.0l .--, 
Broccoli Gullelmo. - (I) -~ 
k SA Anorea Mernno, CIIIIUO 10.05) -· 
Brocn B••1nce. Lea a.nt- 111:17 Cha.....,...._ 
k A10ona Anora SA Chatmev 10.3) ..,.. 
k SI Charmessa. C,,.,,,,.., 10.061 ......, 
llrocllaln Rol>ert. G-(II) ' • .., 
I( W1m0011 SA. S•on 10.051 ·di: 
llroc- ClaUOlne, 1211 G.- ,a'if. 
e Gems. J1c0ue11ne. S.A .. Grens tO.~l •""• 
Brocnef Jacque■. 11 Ch. de ta Fn1t_.._, ·1-.ii/F, 

1224 c11a--aou9- -"' 
Coma1e1 SA. Co1oqnv ,o 05) ~=-

Bnx:ner Jun-Franc0<a, PL ~' I. 1:zMO,,. 
e C.ac1rent1 SA. Geneve 10.05) • 
Brocne, Mar1a-1.ue1e Cite .....,_na. p1.Cla.,..-~ 

, 20s a." • .,. ·..t 
e Soc,ete oe construcuon a, l'Ottttet rouge. G.,....,. 
e v,111 C1ta1oru1 5 A. Geneve 10.0St · 
Brocnett• Glonnn1, wt. Sloppa 4, 6830 CIIJ-•· ~ 
• 81101.ano SA Ch,asso t0.051 
lrocn•na-llomar1e111yn1111, will Stoppa 2. tP11 c:a-
• Po11ocn,1,o SA. Chl&SSO 10.051 
lrocnln Ku11 Dr .. P11atuutt. 11. 46G _,. 
1 Cumera $4 ors ..... 10.06) 
lrocu Kar1•G•metd, I.Mir (DI 

e "'·-· AG. ReussOuflVLilllU 10.0721 
l<oca• t4e_,,, Wle■-lt, 4, 9034 EHara,_ 
k zayn 1i'l'mo0111tn AG. Soe,cner 10 061 Oat •' 
lrocl<ff Rola!NI. Lliod.,,,acnatr. 11. t43S H__..,. 
, F1nKn1u1er • Brocur Arc1111atnan AG, ~NIDftl'N'" 
~~ ' 

lrPCktl)Oftft Emal. Uftl- Ref ..... 30a, :1061 ~ 
1 wonnanoo AG. Bem 10.351 
lrocktnUllff ln90, SIC>fleft. 1121 SCllcl...,.befl 
t Teietron AG SenO!lenotrg 10. 11 Pr. Dal 
lroo Slepnen, Arkl-, GB 
• St&YOII AG. Ne .... nnol 1005) P,. 
Brodanl Albel1. Lu MOHH. 1811 StlN 
• Brooaro & his." AG. Fr,oourg 10. 11 
Brodans Alexanorw, I..H Mo■1H.1111 ltfH 

~,C:~::::n!r~1•5NNI :~F~r~~~~~~~~~1, 1201 o-,.t 
1 Acccrceons .J Berna.re SA Geneve 10 OSI 
1i; ln1r110n SA Cl'l1vannes-0res•Fli1net'\I 10.0SI 
BrOdard Bemttd, pl, E;IIII•• 1021 Lorwy 
1 G1r0v1n 6, erocaro SA Geneve 10.051 
Brodans Chan••· 111:M La Roelle 
-. arooara Cl"larits SA La ~ocn• 10 051 
Broo ■ra Charle ■. ,s.aa s•1•1 
-. Brooara & 1,1s ,.. AG Fncour; 10. tl 

~rvs0o~~=,~::~~~~:.;: :::~1oue1 ae ia e,rra ~ 
Roen, 11 71 
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.Sretscrer 

Bretaene, Ol•t•r Bucn•"••q 6 ,,ta Plef11ngen 
t £:-eis.cn,r S::~n• AG Oue1 1: •· 

8relacner E.,"st. Sonneno•rastr. C;!, e:s.i2 Wle•enoanoen 
L.eemann • :3•etsC,"'le• •U Oauun1ernenmur-.g ,'.1n1ennur 
.,:: 5.1 Pr 

~ ... eemann • Sre1scner AG Genera1untarnanmvnQ . 
.•;interinur iO '1 Pr 

I! Sw1c• ~ i.:cr.su111nQ 1..~: .. w,n1erH·1ur !O, ! p, 
Br■tacne,-•'futnncn feu1.. Hotel Scho~g. 4322 Mumol 

o( •ufooann-~u,11111en Fr1c1t1a1 AG. fine1n1e1oen !O.C5J 
e Serioneo; .AG Mum01 Mumo1 10 51 P,. Del 
Br•tacner fnu. Sonnenwag 369. &.523 H■;anoucn ZH 

S=nr11nere1 Erman AU, E.c;; 10., 1 
Bretacner Han, Or .. S0111■c1.ar1tr. 1. 4103 8ottm1no•n 

I{ Pr~ Rneno AG. 8ne1 150 Ol O•t 
• Pro Rl"leno Satneos AG. Base1 10.051 

Bretacftat Hane. UHtalat11t. 20, C1'1 FUlllnldOr1 
~ Bre1scner Sonne AG Sue1 10.1\ Pr 

Bretaener Hena, Kr•cutt. 29. 8620 Wetrtaon 
a Breton Veft)UU: AG Bare1sw11 10.051 Pr 
, aret1cner .,..ans AG ,...ecn• u. T,elt,,auunternenmung, 

'N11?11ton 10 081 Pr. Oe1 
Brettcher Hena .I .. Bre1tostr. 9, 190-3 Blrmenaaort 
e Bresco A -0 ZUocn 1J. l l Pr 
Bret•cn•r HtHnndl. i:au •1 Iago. 6951 Orlgllo 
e aretscn•r la. Co 1mmoo11,en AG. W1.,1ennur 1C.CSJ 
e Sretscner lr.'IOOM•E.:ioor: $A Or10110 tO,CS\ Pr 

Sretac.:,ar ..1ur; Prof. Or .• Oo1tac:.nlna1oe i, 1055 Zur1eft 
~u1:urama AG_ ZUn:n !O 11 

Bretaener Kan k. OIJ10un1r. 6S. 1702 Zcll!M;on 
e Breiscner C.A. AG. Z;ill1l(On (0.051 Pr 

Bretacner Mena. s, .. 1.atr. 9, 890l 8lrm•n1dor1 
e 8resco A -Y. .. Zi:incn ... J. 11 

Bret1c.ner Mu.. &30,& W■lll••Hen 
, Bretscner Mu AG wa.1us.e11en 1i.s1 
e Ste,nmann 8 .. AG .. :uncn 10.18) 
Bret1cn■r hllu. 8000 ZUncli 
e "-unte AG .. .:~men 10 , l Pr 

Br•t•ener Ruth. Sonn•nb■rqatr. 9. 15"42 Wleaenaangen 
,;; 1..eemann ... 6retscner AG. Genera1un1ernenmung .. 

W11"11ennur 10.41 
Sret1cn■f u,.ul&. Soltuckerwtr. 1. 4103 Bottmtn;en 
, Cocanner AG. 8ue1 r0.06! 

Bret1CJ'\ef Verena. B11anour. 3. 1730 UtnKn 
,.. A1orecnt-Scn1ao1er AG .. Zi:tncn I0.3l Pr 

Bret1cner Verena. Sanaouhl1tr. 13. &620 WeUtkon 
e Bretscner Hans AG. Hoen- u. Tietbauuntemenmun;. 

We1Z1Kon 10.081 
Breta.cnger .. ,_.11'1 Jenny, 8000 ZOrtctl 
e SI L.I CJu.n001tne .. U.us.ann• 10.051 
Bretz Hont 0. Or .. 430J K111erau91t 
e v'rvansuk. AG .. K11serauosi (0.05) Pr 
6,wtJ: Ken~Wemer, ,m M1rt1;ny 
• 1ntenecnno T unne111nQ E:0u101men1 Commercl&l SA. 

M&nianv 10.1 I Pr 
BNtr Mane U .. 4303 K■ 1,1.1rau911 
e V1v1nst1k AG., KIJstflVCSt 10 05) 

Bra,u~H•nnl &enL ,:,ohtotAtz 121. g,,no Heiden 
, Breu M111Hbau ,i.G. He10en .. H•ta•n 10. i I 

Breu Bn.ino. Sanc11tr. 286. •m Lonn SO 
• Rv,naua S01.aurn. ,i.G tur Ausslellungen .. Solothum (02) 

Breu Fn.oa. RUttatr. 1, '""'3 Wldnau 
w. Breu AG, W1onau .. W1onau 10.051 
Breu o•rara, Fretburq.ntr. 6, 3150 Scttwarzenourg 
e Breu AG., Scnwarnncurg (0,051 

Br.-u Gemard, Rudo1latett1WriedllaDer9 
• Aa~ Rooot AG. 01et111:on 10.Sl 

Breu Hans, ForTenstr. 20.i... 9050 AppefUeU 
i.. 1ngen1euro\Jro Merscne AG. Api,ttnze11 10.1 l 

8,_., H1n1, Eu91t, ,-13 Ol>ere<1g 
Wonncau AG. Oberegr;. Obereag {0.41 

Breu.Ynz HaMNe<II. Feldll 967, ,.13 Ober90g 
e Breu. Hou:01u ,i.G Oberegg, Obereqg t0.4) 
k Obag Sau AG. Oberegg t0.1 l Pr 
s,..., Je•n..a.,,,,..ris. , 561 CollomDey 
k Coc1110 SA, CollomDh'•Muru {0.05) 
8f9U Kan. Ri.ttl■tr. ,. 9,A.i3 w1on1u 
e · Breu AG. W.onau .. W1anau t0.051 Pr 

61'9U Marcet. C.Ooomoey-Muru 
e Breu Soon SA .. Montney 10.oe1 

Breu•818cl\Of Paul. 9"A1l Ob.,.._,g 
e Breu. MOl?CIU AG O:iereoi;. Obere99 10.41 

Breu Peter, Kon1p11u 62'\, 9,410 H .. oen 
e Breu Me1au01u AG He,oen .. l"tet0en 10. 1 \ 

Bre\J Anmono, Fr9ibUMj111f. 6, l150 SCl'IWltZlflDUFil 
e Breu AG .. $ct'IW1rzeri0vrg (0.051 Pr 

Bre1.1 Ruelotf. Sonnennugelatr. 20, 1510 Amrt•wd 
• D1aw11 AG .. ~OQgwu 10 i91 

Breu-Hanni Ruaolf. KOfllCl ■ tl 621, 9,C10 Hetdefl 
e Sreu Metaucau AG. l"ltlOen Het0en 10.,) Pr 

Breuer G.mera H .. Elr1n9en.Klrchen 0 
• A9roore11 AG, Bull 10.ll 
Breuer H1n1, Scftl"""'9 •• 2503 8114 
• l\1uro AG lloe1. 11 ... ,11,..,.,. 10.21,.,. 
• S,co-Morc AG .. 8,t<IBoenne 10.21 Pr 
• Simeoic: AG .• e,1118,•nne 10.11 
a, ..... Ju11, C:.rnl>OO•lt•"9 15. 7000 C,,w 
k C.tram AG .. Cnur I 1.01 
• Praoor , Cc AG , C,,ur 11.01 Dot 
lrw..- Rott L F,-M:ton.aur-4•_,._..,. 0 
k OOUIICIIO &aftll 1$uis111 S.a. .. G- (30,01 
....... Wallor, HolaallMH't (DI 

"000¥-l'Uft""' AG \.Illar 10.51 
e....,,ou1 G....., Dr .. 8000 Z0rlell 

111 .,,,q Lia .. ZUncf'I 10.2s, 
Brwn '""t•rcl. Mlftnn .. m 
k Coro•~ AG, AHCn 10.61 

Breu" Otto 0r .• Mlftflf'Wtffl 
, CQraaa AG. Aetcn 10 61 
Breun1""9er..SC,,n11ae, Manna, 5000 A■r1u 
., Breuninger AG. A1rau 10.1) 
Br..,"1n,q1r Hetni. 8tf\11ni,of1tr. ,,, 5000 AaNv 
• Breun1notr AG. A1ra1.1 10 tl 
8reun1n9., M11., Slr.z:ermofatr., 1, S.:,00 A__, 
• Sreun1notr AG Aarau 10 11 Pr 

8reun1noer Aul"· BIN.nnot1tr. 11, 5000 A.,.. 
'I. 8reun1naer AG. A&ratJ 10. U 
Br...,nun At.Jlt'l, M1r;aratMn1u. 21, 4'50 Sl111eft 

Bas .. , E1senmoD•rtaonir. AG. wormais Theooor Br•""""·, 
C,1., Zunz;en 10.:11 

,..:.:. 

Breuu Annur. Strumo•ro1c:n•r1tr. 29. 8907 W•tt1w11 e.A. 
e ..-.,O:"":~:a'Tlo1anee ,~ ~:""C~.,o:ai= AG z .. r,c--: 1: Zl Pr 

8r•uu-1•11n Verene A1t101n,a1atr. 6. JOU Bern 
I! 1l":e•-~er.,,1ce-Mor-1aoe"' A:j E:ern ,c ~tl 

Breuu w1111r. 9iOo Hertuu 
e i:lreuss AG w1n1,11r ,...,,,sau 10 21 

Br1v11 Yon. ne Cl• Sl•C•r;u• 11,. i260 Hyon 
7.:.A. ••n•an11oe Aum1ana AG F;1,,1m1an9 tJ.2595) 

Breve, v .. n . .S10A Oberwll BL 
-. U01c;, un1ert1ur0e1an111:unosan11ic;,1 ;,ugnaten Zuricn. ZUncn 

11 Ci 
Breym■nn Mimi, 1000 zunci, 
• 1mr.io0men-A1<11enae,enscn:an l(rause•S.nn. Zuricn (0,36) 
Brevton Cillbert, Ann•cy F 
e Terramon-Gew■ ,;;o AG iclien 10.121 Pr 
8rg ■m■1eo Mano, 661• Br1nago 
e C,1rrc::ena Al Ponte SA Brissaao 10.05} 
8riena-N11r.1■u• Barbar■, 1261 Lt vaUc:1 
t N1k11us Emst AG. Geseuscn1n tur 1moon•Ex0on. Bern 

(0.251 
e Nikia.us. Ernsl Hanceis AG. Bem 10.11 
Br1■nd Maune a, 1630 Bull• 

1 ll. Tra\'erso1 SA Yvonanc 10 05) 
Bri■na Otto, HIUI City . .395' LeukertJaCI 
e Gune1 AG. Leu11tero1c. LeuJ(eroac lO OSl Pr 

Brieno Pierre. C■a• ooa111e. 1348 L• Sr■a1u1 
I( Go1av Francois SA Le Brassus tO ,i 

Brtena Ruoctr. St•omettweo 23, J250 LyH 
I( Bnano & Steiner AG .. Lvss 10 , 1 

Br1an1:1 Mano, Mltte1w19 8, 4142 Muncften■tetn 
k Sc,waa AG rur scz,aien ¥Vonnungsoa1,,1. B~s•• 10.9251 
8riboa1■ Oom1ntaue, GUme1 B 
i< Carnor SA Ho1omg Ccmc1nv. Au,.,ern,er (0.CSl Del 

Brtcc10tt1 Gloroano, HubelweQ i9. 5115 Mortllen•WIIClegg 
k Cneslonag. Mor1111.en-W,1degi;i \0.41 
Brlec.o11 E.nneo. 6943 Vtz:la 
k Kumotei .Al Ronco. AG. Z\Jncft (2.0) 
Sriccoa Cante. 4000 Baael 
e uro&Da AG. Basel 10.051 
e l!SB Socnwerouna AG. Anscnwu 10.05) 

Brichet Pl•ITII. •v. oUm■a 2bll, 1206 c-,,..,. 
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Quantity of Oil 

1. In para 116, the Award suggests "[t]o determine how 

much oil could have reasonably been expected in Septem

ber 1979 to be produced during the term of the JSA, 

requires first a forecast of the quantity of recover

able oil and the timing of its recovery, which in turn 

requires an estimate of the total oil reserves in the 

area covered by the JSA". Had the Tribunal considered 

a need for determining the quantity of oil a hypothet

ical reasonable buyer would have been prepared to pay 

for in 1979, then there would be only one logical 

method and that being to look at the contemporaneous 

forecasts officially adopted by IMINOCO at that time, 

agreed upon by both Parties , together with all other 

relevant, reliable, and undisputed data existing at 

that time, giving appropriate consideration to the then 

existing state of affairs, as far as their effects on 

such production forecasts are concerned. 

It is quite logical to propose that an imaginary 

reasonable buyer would perform its own analysis to make 

sure it is not overpaying. But it is absurd to suggest 

that such reasonable buyer would ever consider a volume 

of oil 2-3 times that officially stated by IMINOCO and 

over 3 times (4 times according to the Claim) what the 

Claimant itself had declared it to be at the time. 

This absurdity is what the Award is stating that the 

Tribunal has considered. The Award is in fact 

following the path laid by the Claimant, attempting to 

justify, by some adjustments, those figures the 

Claimant had found difficult to support. 
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2. The Award first observes that the evidence and argu

ments submitted by the Parties on quantity of oil have 

tended to mix together the questions of the quantity of 

recoverable oil and the probability of its recovery 

during the life of JSA. para 117. It then makes the 

statement that these two questions are analytically 

quite separate from one another and then concludes 

"[T]he Tribunal thinks it preferable to examine first 

the question of the quantity of oil in place that could 

reasonably have been expected in 1979 to be recoverable 

by 1999 as a technical matter, given the will both to 

make the necessary investments to that end and to lift 

all the available oil" (emphasis added). para 117. It 

goes on to propose that the probability of such recov

ery being in fact reached would be considered separate

ly as a part of the perceived risks. I have objected 

to this and find it necessary to present a detail of my 

reasons here. 

3. Firstly, the questions of quantity of recoverable oil 

and the probability of it being recovered are not at 

all separable. The amount of ultimately recoverable 

oil from a reservoir should surely depend on the method 

of production as otherwise it would not matter how one 

develops a reservoir, as one would ultimately get the 

same volume of recoverable oil. This is logically 

absurd. It is only logical to assume that the ultimate 

recovery from a reservoir would depend, amongst other 

things, on the nature of the production program adopted 

and the timing of various actions. Therefore, the two 

questions are closely inter-related and one cannot 

separate the two in any logical meaningful manner. We 

do remember from the testimonies of experts, and can 

see from the evidence, that the Parties and their 

chosen experts differ substantially on many technical 

points which cannot be attributed to one of these 

questions alone. In other words there is no magical 
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single value for recoverable oil without due regard to 

past and future state of affairs. It was probably for 

these obvious facts that even the Claimant has not 

addressed the two questions separately, as there is 

only one question of what recovery would be possible, 

technically and factually, given all the facts. But 

even this one question, when used for purpose of legal 

decisions, should not be based on stipulations and 

speculations. 

4. Secondly, the suggestion that the Tribunal should first 

determine the amount of recoverable oil as a "technical 

matter" is self-defeating. This is not only due to the 

facts already mentioned to show that the two questions 

are not separable but also, and more so, because the 

Tribunal itself lacks the qualifications, in particular 

in a case so highly technical. The very arguments 

presented in the Award are witness to this fact. This 

highly technical determination is presented in 4 

paragraphs each simply stating that "the Tribunal 

concludes ..• 111 , with very general references, if at 

all, such as "views expressed". It was suggested by 

the Respondents that should the Tribunal ever find it 

necessary to decide on the validity of arguments put 

forward by the Parties, it should seek the help of an 

expert. I have also repeatedly stated to the majority 

that while there was absolutely no grounds, legal or 

logical, for considering the DCF methodology, should 

there have been any point in determining the quantity 

of recoverable oil, then there would have been no way 

other than appointing experts in the field to review 

the case. The Claimant opposed the Respondents' 

proposal for obvious reasons one need not speculate 

1 See paras 119, 120, 121, 122. 
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about. However, the stern objections by the other two 

members of this Chamber requires their explicit clari

fication. 

5. The other observation of the Award concerns the 

disparities between the estimates of recoverable oil 

presented by the Parties and their chosen experts. It 

states "[t]o a large extent, it appears that these 

great disparities result from the different assumptions 

about when and whether further investments would be 

made by the Parties to the JSA, particularly with 

respect to water injection projects for secondary 

recovery ... ". para 118. This is a misrepresentation 

of facts made for the purpose of implying that the 

major difference between the Parties concerns timing 

and value of investments, on which the Tribunal could 

decide. It is a false statement for three major 

reasons. One is the fact that even in those cases 

where investments are a subject of disagreement between 

the Parties it is not only about when and how much but 

also about technical and economical considerations. 

The second reason is that almost 40% of the disparity, 

between those estimates of the Respondents and those of 

Core Lab which is apparently the basis of the Claimants 

final claim, relate to primary recovery. The third and 

most important point is the fact that all these argu

ments, are futile as they are stipulation of future 

events which by nature are speculative and should not 

enter a legal decision. 

6. I believe that the first two points deserve further 

c.omments with specific reference to the actual esti-

mates. The estimates of Core Lab and Respondents for 
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1979-1999 can be summarized as follows 2 : (in 1,000' s of 

barrels). 

Core Lab Resp. Diff. Award 

Primary 193,830 105,853 87,977 140,000 

Secondary 158,325 39,152 119,173 140,000 to 

150,000 

Total 352,155 145,005 207,150 280,000 to 

290,000 

The difference in primary recovery can not be con

sidered as resulting from different assumptions as to 

when and whether further investments would be made. To 

a very large extent the difference here (over 40% of 

the total difference) is due to technical viewpoints. 

On secondary recovery the difference is almost 120 

million barrels. Even if, arguendo, we accept Core 

b ' t . 3 75 80 t f d. La s own estimony , - per cen o iscrepancy 

here is associated to timing, thus approx 25% of the 

difference here, i.e. 29 million barrels, is due to 

various technical points. So overall, from a total 

difference of 207 million barrels, 117 million barrels 

(88+29) are due to different technical approaches. 

Therefore the Award's observations as to the main 

reason for the disparities is incorrect and technical 

reasons account for slightly more than half of the 

disparities. 

7. Insofar as the specific amounts of recoverable oil from 

each of the fields are concerned, the Award provides no 

reasoning for its findings except for one or two 

general remarks. Considering that the Award is 

2 

3 

Para 118, the Award. 

Off. Transcript, pp. 167, 170. 
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supposed to be a legal finding for the purpose of 

compensation, these sort 

determinations illustrate 

of one sided and baseless 

nothing but the Chamber's 

total lack of respect for law to which it is bound. 

This Tribunal has already ruled that "[O]ne of the best 

settled rules of law of international responsibility of 

state is that no reparation for speculative or uncer

tain damage can be awarded. 411 • 

8. A review of the contemporaneous official forecasts, 

accepted by all parties to the JSA, and Claimant's own 

official statements show that the total amount of 

recoverable oil suggested by the Award is two to three 

times more than those an imaginary reasonable buyer in 

1979 would have considered. It is most noteworthy that 

the Claimant itself had declared its total share of 

future production from Iran as 15 million barrels at 

the time of taking (See Claimant's form 10-k) meaning a 

total future recoverable oil of 90,000 MSTB from all 

reservoirs. 

9. Due to the fact that the Award does not provide any 

reasonings for its findings, nor does it even give the 

breakdown of its suggested quantities into respective 

reservoirs an analysis of the Award and the resulting 

rejection of it, is only possible by general comments. 

Naturally, further specific and detailed analysis could 

be made only if the Award had been presented properly 

or had due explanations been supplied by the members. 

4 Amoco International Finance Corporation, Award No. 
310-56-3, para 238. 
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(A) Rakhsh Primary Recovery 

10. With respect to Rakhsh primary recovery, the Award 

concludes that a total primary recoverable oil volume 

of approximately 80,000,000 barrels would reasonably 

have been estimated in 1979. The respective volumes 

estimated by Core Lab (basis of the revised Claim) and 

the Respondents are as follows 5 : 

l000's of barrels 

Core Lab Respondents Award 

(l00C report) 

Arab C 69,217 39,377 not specified 

Shuaiba 33,288 18,956 not specified 

Mishrif 4,072 not specified 

Total 106,577 58,333 80,000 ?? 

The Claimant's original figures (PPCI report of July 

15, 1983) were 58,904 for Rakhsh Arab C, 39,960 for 

Shuaiba and 3,804 for Mishrif. 

The forecasts and facts available in 1979 were as 

follows: 

11. a) On Rakhsh Arab C (primary recovery) 

(i) The 19.75 Second Party report 

(ii} The 1976 Geho Report 

(iii) The 1977 Case 12 model study 

(iv) The final closure of well ARK-7 in June 78 

because of erratic flow and excessive water 

production. 

5 e.g. Chart H, 
Off. Trasncript No. 380. 

Claimants Hearing presentations, 
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(v) The production of water from ARK-9 

beginning in 1978. 

While the three forecasts, mentioned above, give 

an estimate of the recovery in 1979-1999 in the 

order of 60 million barrels (one sightly less and 

the other two slightly more) none of the forecast 

had predicted, or taken any account of problems in 

ARK-7, ARK-9 and others. For ARK-7, both Claim

ants and Respondents have made allowances, though 

not of the same magnitude. On ARK-9, the Respon

dents have applied a considerable correction while 

the Claimant (and Core Lab) have basically ignored 

the problem by simply refuting the trend suggested 

by the Respondents, but without any suggestion of 

the trend from their own points of view. The fact 

that ARK-9 had started producing water in 1978, 

and continued to do so thenafter is undisputed and 

cannot be ignored. In the absence of any other 

prediction, with due regards to this well, than 

those of the Respondents and ECL, I suggest we had 

to either accept one of the two or seeked the 

opinion of an expert. However, there is not a 

shadow of doubt that such a fact, on a well 

producing at the highest rate in the Reservoir, 

would have had a substantial effect on the 

recoverable oil. Thus the primary recoverable oil 

from Rakhsh Arab C would be much closer to the 

Respondents estimate than to the 60 million 

barrels suggested by the three above mentioned 

reports. No reasonable imaginary buyer in 1979, 

of any sense whatsoever, would have failed to 

consider all the estimates and facts available to 

it. It could not and would not have ignored the 

cases of ARK-7 and ARK-9. 
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On Rakhsh Shuaiba (primary recovery) 

(i) The 1974 AGIP study 

(ii) The 1975 Second Party Report 

(iii) The 1976 Geho Report 

(iv) The 1978 AGIP Report 

The figures for oil recovery from 1.1. 79 onwards 

according to these reports are 15,863, 21,065, 

20,169 and 16,902 thousand barrels of oil respec

tively. Therefore there is no support for the 

Claimant's 39,960 thousand barrels or Core Lab's 

33,288 thousand barrels, both estimates being made 

for this proceedings. The Respondents' estimate 

of 18,956 thousand barrels seems far more logical 

and is the only one in the range of those fore

casts existing in 1979. 

On Rakhsh Mishrif (primary recovery) 

(i) The 1975 Second Party Report 

(ii) The 1976 Geho's Report 

(iii)ARK-4, the only producer from this reservoir 

was shut in, in November 7 8, due to high 

water production and low well head pressure. 

The two reports available on the reservoir both 

predicted a total depletion of the reservoir and 

certainly no further production for 1979 onwards. The 

only producer was also closed in. The Claimant and 

Core Lab assert that remedial action could not be ruled 

out and thus estimate another approximately 4 million 

barrels of oil to be recoverable in 1979-1999 period, 

(on top of the 2,288,000 barrels produced by 1.1.79). 

The total ultimate recovery from Mishrif was forecasted 
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6 in 1976, by Geho, to be 2,050,000 barrels. The 1975 

report on the other hand had estimated the Mishrif 

together with Arab B, within Arab c7 . The total 

ultimate recoverable oil from both Mishrif and Arab B 

was forecast as 3,508,000 barrels 8 . 

There is nothing on contemporaneous forecasts and facts 

which would suggest that any imaginary buyer would have 

contemplated, and indeed paid for, further recovery 

from Rakhsh Mishrif. 

14. Thus the "conclusion" of the Award 9 that the total 

primary oil recoverable during the remaining term of 

JSA would reasonably have been estimated in 1979 at 

approximately 80,000,000 barrels is in total contra

diction with those facts and forecasts available in 

1979. The order of error is probably in the range of 

20-30 million barrels, if not more. 

(B) Rakhsh Secondary Recovery 

15. With respect to Rakhsh secondary recovery, the Award 

asserts a "conclusion" that the total oil recoverable 

during the remainder of JSA, would reasonably have been 

estimated in 1979 at somewhere in the range of 

75,000,000 to 80,000,000 barrels. There is no mention 

of any basis for this "conclusion" except for a remark 

that while the secondary recovery project in the Arab C 

6 

Page 59. 
Claimant's Geology Report, Doc. No. 135, Annex 2, 

7 Respondent's 
Exhibit 3, page 2, Exh. 

Rebuttal, 
A. 

8 

9 

Ibid Tab. 2 

Award, para 119. 

Appendix VII, Doc. 345, 
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reservoir was well advanced and would reasonably have 

been expected in 1979 to proceed, albeit perhaps with 

several years delay beyond the 1981 target date, the 

secondary recovery project in the Shuaiba reservoir was 

in Sept. 1979 at an early stage at which the necessary 

plans had neither been made nor were in prospect 1 O. 

However the Award then states "[T]he Tribunal finds 

that secondary recovery from the Shuaiba reservoir 

could not reasonably have been expected prior to the 

late 1980 1 s 1111 • 

16. The respective amounts of Rakhsh secondary recovery 

estimated by Core Lab (the basis of the revised claim) 

and Respondents (l00C report) are as follows: 

l000's of barrels 

Core Lab12 Respondents Award 

(IOOC report) 

Rakhsh Arab C 50,305 13,576 not specified 

" 

Total 

Shuaiba 35,720 2,762 not specified 

86,025 16,338 75,000 to 80,000 

The Claimant's original figures (PPCI in 1983) were 

81,446 for Arab C and 33,945 for Shuaiba. 

The facts and forecasts available to a prospective 

buyer in 1979 were as follows: 

10 

11 

Ibid, Para 120. 

Ibid. 

12 e • g • Chart H , 
Off. Trans. Doc. No. 380. 

Claimant's Hearing Presentations, 
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17. a) On Rakhsh Arab C (Secondary recovery) 

(i) The earlier studies from 1972 onwards. 

(ii) The 1977 Case 13X study 

(iii)The background history of Rakhsh Arab C water 

injection project. 

(iv) State of affairs in 1979, within IMINOCO 

(v) NIOC's declared position in 1979. 

As both Parties have basically agreed that case 13X 

would have formed the basis of any estimation in 1979, 

the nature of the study itself needs no discussion as 

such. The major question, and the basic difference 

between the Parties, is when and whether Rakhsh Arab C 

water injection project would be fully implemented. 

Thus it is the effect of other facts, available in 

1979, which should be reviewed with the objective of 

determining what value a reasonable imaginary buyer in 

1979 would give to this project. 

18. An observer in 1979 would have noted the following 

background. In 1972, AGIP presented the results of its 

studies and the IMINOCO Development Committee declared 

reservoir studies of Rakhsh Arab C to be of highest 

priority13 In 1973 the result of PPCI model study, 

including water injection, was accepted by the 

Reservoir Model Subcommittee. The Development 

Committee recommended on 3 Oct. 1973 that IMINOCO 

should begin the Rakhsh Arab C Water flood project 

immediately14 • The IMINOCO Board approved the project 

13 Respondents' Brief and Further Evidence, Appendix 
IV, Vol. III, Doc. No. 272, Annex 4-25. 

14 Claimant's Operations Report, Doc. No. 142 page 
42. 
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in Dec. 1973, ordering the tendering for engineering 

work and directing the Managing Director for ordering 

of material and drilling of two injection wells15 . In 

1974 Crest Engineering was selected to perform the 

engineering study and the Development Committee 

recommended Model lOX as the basis for water injection. 

No wells were drilled apparently because no drilling 

rig was available. In 1975 the Second Party (including 

the Claimant) cancelled all new projects including 

Rakhsh water injection16 In 1976 no progress existed 

due to Second Party's position which was same as 1975. 

In June 19 7 7 the Development Committee approved PPCI 

model and selected Case 13X and recommended its imple

mentation 1 7 . The Second Party did not give its ap

proval until in December 1977 18 . In 1978 the engineer

ing work was retendered and awarded to AGIP. The 

drilling of two injection wells was commenced, one 

completed in 1978 and the other in Feb. 1979. Case 13X 

required four new injection wells and conversion of two 

existing wells to injectors together with substantial 

volume of plant and materials. Any further commitment 

of the Parties was questioned by the Second Party who 

directed IMINOCO to include the following in the five 

year plan. 

"a) The Rakhsh Water Injection project 
has been approved by First and Second 

15 Doc . No. 2 7 2 , 
IMINOCO Board Meeting. 

supra, Annex 4-34, Minutes of 69th 

16 Ibid, Annex 4-35, Minutes of 82nd IMINOCO Board 
Meeting. 

17 Ibid, Annex 4-36, Minutes of Dev. Com. Meeting of 
June 1977. 

18 Ibid, Annex 4-30, Minutes of 106th IMINOCO Board 
Meeting. 
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Party with a fiscal cornmitment1§s far as 
the 1978 budget is concerned" • 

However, to see what happened to this project we have 

to see the following paragraph. 

19. As regards the status of affairs within IMINOCO in 

1979, the following facts could not have escaped the 

notice of the imaginary buyer. In the 11 7th IMINOCO 

Board Meeting in Dec 78, as no budget had been approved 

by the Parties, the Managing Director was given an ad 

hoc authorization to proceed only with expenditures 

concerning normal production operations, and a few 

projects including Rakhsh Water Injection Project20 

The meaning and scope of this authorization becames 

clear in the proceeding Board Meeting, the 118 th , a 

meeting totally ignored by the Award, in which it was 

stated: 

19 

IV, Vol. 
Comments. 

"After considerable discussions, the 
Board asked the Managing Director to 
prepare and send to the Parties the 1358 
Budget based on the present situation, 
and for the interim period, the Board 
authorized Managing Director to proceed 
with the expenditures related to the 
normal running operational necessity 
excluding expenditures for cleaning of 
the storage tanks No. 1-3, painting 
R3-R7, major well work-over and All 
development expenditures outside the 
engineering of 2 the Rakhsh Water In
jection Projects ". (emphasis added) 

Respondents' Brief and Further Evidence, Appendix 
II, Doc. No. 271, Annex 4-11, Second Party's 

20 Ibid, Annex 
Board Meeting. 

4-20, Minutes of the 11 7th IMINOCO 

21 
th Doc. No. 

118 IMINOCO Board 
272, supra, Annex 4-21, Minutes of the 
Meeting. 
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The 119th and 120th (last) Meetings of IMINOCO Board22 

confirmed the continuation of decision of the 118 th 

Meeting, there is no mention of these meetings in the 

Award either. Therefore the only budget approved for 

this project in 1979 was for the engineering study. 

The total cost of the engineering studies, according to 

the Claimant, represents less than 1 percent of the 

project23 , and a good portion of it had been spent 

prior to and in 1978. So there was basically no 

progress of any reasonable dimension to be seen in 

19 79. As a matter of interest, the AGIP study had 

progressed to 67% by 19 June 1979. Of interest is the 

fact that the study_ had by then stipulated that the 

main items of materials would cost about US$10 

million24 . The Claimant's Cost Report, estimates the 

total cost of all Plant and Materials as $5,873,000, 

almost one half. This will be further discussed later. 

20. Another major factor which a prospective buyer would 

have also taken into account in 1979 was the financial 

situation of the First Party. Insofar as NIOC's 

position in 1979 is concerned, it is well known and 

well understood that the financial situation of NIOC in 

1979, and in fact the years after, had changed markedly 

compared to that in the earlier years. In January 1979 

NIOC issued a letter, which was forewarded to the 

chairmen of all affiliates including IMINOCO. The NIOC 

letter stated inter-alia 

22 

23 

24 

Ibid, Annex 4-23. 

Claimant's Cost Report, Doc. No. 136, table BI. 

Doc. No. 272, supra, Annex 4-23, page 6. 
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"Therefore, please instruct all your 
executive and headquarter affairs to 
reconsider carefully all previous 
financial commitments, 25 particularly 
execution of projects " (emphasis 
added) 

The covering letter to Chairman of IMINOCO stated inter 

alia, 

" • . • is hereby sent to you for your 
information 2~nd stringent implementation of 
its text". (emphasis added) 

It was also repeatedly stated by NIOC and Government 

officials that the level of oil production and export 

of Iran would be far less than that prior to the 

Revolution. This decision was based on the interests 

of Iran, a very clear obligation of both Parties to 

observe under the JSA. Therefore there would be serious 

doubts as to whether or not projects for additional 

production with appreciable costs would be ever ap

proved by the First Party and as we have seen financial 

commitments were limited to 1978. Not only continua

tion of such a project would have needed the consent of 

the First Party but also once considered not to be to 

the interests of Iran, the Second Party would have been 

obliged to avoid it. 

21. Thus, in summary, an imaginary reasonable buyer of 

Phillip's interests in September 1979 would have been 

faced with the following facts concerning the Rakhsh 

Arab C water injection project; a project which had 

been considered of highest priority in 1973 yet delayed 

25 Respondents' Brief and Further Evidence, Appendix 
IV, Vol. IV, Doc. No. 273, Annex 4-56. 

26 Ibid. 
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and postponed by the Second Party for years up to 

December 1978. Approximately 20% of the cost estimate 

had been spent in 1978, but for 1979, where the plan 

calls for over 40% of the total cost to be implemented, 

less than 1% of the cost had been authorized, and that 

for an engineering study already undertaken by a member 

of the Second Party. A First Party running into 

financial problems and ordering reconsideration of all 

projects, the country deciding to substantially reduce 

its level of production and export, in order to 

safeguard its interest, a clear indication that the 

cost of the project would be much higher, and a history 

clearly showing that a party could and in fact did 

postpone a project for a very considerable length of 

time. Such an imaginary buyer would in no way have 

considered the project to materialize for many years to 

come, if ever at all, and certainly not in the 80's. 

These were not risks, they were facts which had to be 

considered and taken care of prior to determination of 

the volume of recoverable oil from such project. 

22. There is no logic to assume a sensible, let alone 

reasonable, buyer to ever indulge in the absurd prac

tice of ignoring all the existing facts to the con

trary, and come up with a volume of recoverable oil 

based on fantasy, and then apply a risk of X percent, 

as suggested by the Award. If there would be no 

alternative, then the risk factor would have been very 

high, or the probability factor would be very small. It 

should be also pointed out that once a time could be 

decided upon, then the economics and technicalities of 

the project would need to be worked out based on new 

facts. This required an expertise that the Tribunal 

lacked and thus I, being no exception, will not attempt 

doing so. 
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23. It is noted that the Claimant and Core Lab had based 

their forecasts on a assumed start-up date of 1981 27 , 

while the Respondents used a start up date of 1991 28 • 

The facts referred to hereinbefore make the Respon

dents' assertion far more logical. Thus I believe a 

reasonable imaginary buyer in 1979 would have seen the 

project in the same general way as the Respondents and 

would not have considered more than 14-16 million 

barrels. 

b. On Rakhsh Shuaiba (secondary recovery) 

24. The case of Rakhsh Shuaiba is so clear that makes one 

to wonder what the objective of the Award is. Besides 

all the relevant facts stated for Rakhsh Arab C with a 

clear application here, 

provide any evidence 

the Claimants have failed to 

that Rakhsh Shuaiba water 

injection project had been ever considered since early 

70's. They only asserted that it was allegedly on the 

agenda of a cornmi ttee meeting scheduled for 1979 and 

never held. No engineering study, no planning, no 

budgeting and indeed no discussion of the project ever 

existed since the considerations in 1970-72 when it was 

thought that Shuaiba was the more important reservoir 

in the Rakhsh field. No contemporaneous forecast or 

plan ever mentioned it and yet the Award suggest that 

late 80's could be considered as the start-up date. No 

reasonable imaginary buyer would put its money where 

the Award is deciding it to have done. Besides the 

timing,, and indeed the whole question of whether the 

project could be assumed to ever take place, since the 

27 e.g. Dr. Canaughten's Testimoney, Off. Transcript 
Doc. No. 3 8 O, p. 16 8. 

28 Ibid. 
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Claimants ana Core Lab failed to rebutt the technical 

objections raised by the Respondents and based on 

evidence on record, I consider that the Tribunal should 

have rejected the Rakhsh Shuaiba secondary recovery in 

its entirety as I believe no entity of any sense would 

have paid any money for such a non-existent project in 

1979. 

(C) Rostam Primary Recovery 

25. On Rostam Field primary recovery, the Award reaches a 

conclusion, without giving any reason for it, that the 

total oil recoverable during the remainder of the JSA 

would reasonably have been estimated in 1979 at about 

60,000,000 barrels29 • The relevant estimates asserted 

by Core Lab (basis of the revised Claim) and 

Respondents (IOOC report) are as follows: 30 

l000's of barrels 

Core Lab Respondents Award 

(IOOC Report) 

a) Rostam Shuaiba 60,339 35,106 not specified 

b) 

c) 

d) 

Total 

II Mishrif 25,257 11,957 not specified 
II Arab A-1 1,293 not specified 
II Arab C 364 457 not specified 

87,253 47,520 60,000 

The Claimant's original claim was based on PPCI fore

cast made in 1983 which estimated the figures at 50,696 

for Shuaiba, 16,554 for Mishrif, 2,484 for Arab A-1 and 

29 Award, para 121. 

30 e.g. Claimant's Hearing Exhibits, Off. Trancript 
Doc. 380, Chart H. 
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363 for Arab C giving a total of 70,097 for Rostam 

primary recovery. 

Contrary to the rule that an award should explain the 

reasons for the tribunal's finding, the Award does not 

indicate how such "conclusion" could be reached nor 

does it give any breakdown of its estimate into various 

reservoirs. Therefore, I have no alternative but to 

consider all the reservoirs as the case has been and 

will be for all "conclusions" suggested by the Award. 

a - Rostam Shuaiba (primary recovery) 

26. The contemporaneous available forecasts and facts in 

1979, on Rostam Shuaiba primary recovery, were: 

(i) The 1974 Depletion study "Case-D". 

(ii) The 1975 Second Party Report (based on Case D with 

further extrapolation). 

(iii)The 1976 Geho Report. 

(iv) The actual performance of the reservoir up to end 

1978. 

(v) The 1976 imposed GOR limitation of 1320 SCF/STB. 

27. The 19 7 4 depletion study had predicted production to 

end 1988. In 1975, when preparing and presenting its 

report, the Second Party (including the Claimant) used 

the same report and extended the production forecast to 

1994. Thus the 1975-1988 portion of these two are 

exactly the same. Both the Claimant and the Respondent 

have applied a correction factor of O. 92 to these 

predictions, as the actual production in 1975-1978 

period had been 0.92 of that predicted by the model for 

the same period. Therefore, one should assume that a 

reasonable imaginary buyer in 1979 would have done 

exactly the same. The 1975 Second Party report 

estimated the total recoverable primary oil from Rostam 
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Shuaiba to be 106,343,000 barrels by end 1994. 31 

Correcting the 1975-1994 portion by the agreed 

correction factor, the corrected total recovery would 

become approximately 102 million (101,961,560) barrels 

and deducting the cumulative production as of 1.1.7932 

(68,661,000 barrels) the remaining recoverable oil 

would have been estimated as 33,339,000 barrels. It 

should be noted that the same report clearly showed 

that production would be quite small by 1994 and on a 

decreasing trend. Therefore, even allowing for another 

4½ years with the same rate as in 1994 and without any 

correction (the 0.92 factor) another 2,250,000 barrels 

could at most be added resulting in a total primary oil 

production estimate of 35,589,000 barrels. The Geho 

report of 1976, estimating the total recoverable 

primary oil, had estimated it at 113,465,000 barrels 

which after deduction of cumulative production to end 

78, would have given an estimated 44,804,000 barrels 

remaining primary oil. It should be pointed out that 

neither Geho report nor the Second Party report (and 

naturally Case D) had anticipated the GOR limitation of 

1976. However in correcting the 1975 Second Party for 

the actual versus forecast production of 1975-1978, it 

can be argued that some of that effect has been 

accounted for. Naturally the Geho report also needs 

some correction, or on the other hand it can be 

considered as an optimistic forecast. 

31 Respondents' Rebuttal, Appendix I, Doc. No. 345, 
Exhibit 3, Economics of Second Party Interest. 

32 Claimant's Hearing chart H, Doc. No. 380. 
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28. There is no doubt that based on all forecasts and facts 

as available in 1979, the remaining primary recoverable 

oil for 1979-1999 period would have been estimated to 

be somewhere under 35.5 million barrels. It should be 

also pointed out that the Claimant had also asserted 

that the portion of primary recovery alleged producible 

by an additional seven wells which were considered for 

secondary recovery project should be considered with 

the primary figure. Since that oil, if any, would have 

been only produced if and when secondary recovery 

project would be implemented, it should be considered 

together with the secondary recovery, Infra. 

b - Rostam Mishrif (primary recovery) 

29. The available forecasts on Rostam Mishrif, in 1979, 

were the 1975 Second Party and the 1976 Geho reports. 

The first one predicted an ultimate primary recovery of 

31,701,000 barrels 33 , while the second predicted an 

ultimate primary recovery of 32,498,000 barrels 34 • 

Deducting the cumulative production at 1.1.1979 of 
35 18,793,000 barrels , the remaining recoverable oil 

from Rostam Mishrif would be 12,908,000 according to 

the 1975 Second Party Report and 13,705,000 barrels 

according to Geho Report. Thus the evidence as exist

ing in 1979 would have resulted in an estimation in the 

order of 13 million barrels. 

33 Doc. 345, supra, Exhibit 3. 

34 Doc. 135, supra, Annex 2, p. 43. 

35 Claimant's Hearing Chart H, Doc. 380. 
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c - Rostam Arab A-1 and C (primary recovery) 

30. These reservoirs are quite small and the contem

poraneous forecasts, the 19 7 5 Second Party Report and 

the 1976 Geho Report would result in remaining recover

able oil of 58,000 barrels and 131,000 barrels respec

tively for the two together. Therefore, I feel there 

is nothing worthwhile to discuss except to state that 

the Core Lab and PPCI estimates of 1983 for Arab A-1 

are not supported by the contemporaneous forecasts 

which both show ultimate recoverable primary oil 

volumes almost equal to the amounts already produced by 

that time. There is no reason why an imaginary 

reasonable buyer should have ever considered paying for 

oil that all contemporaneous reports prepared by the 

Second Party, including the seller itself, considered 

almost fully depleted, with a very small volume 

remaining. 

(D) - Rostam Secondary Recovery 

31. The last item considered by the Award is Rostam secon

dary recovery. In para 122, the Award states "the 

Tribunal concludes that the total oil recoverable 

during the remaining twenty years of the JSA would 

reasonably have been estimated in 1979 at somewhere in 

the range of 65,000,000 to 70,000,000 barrels". It 

goes on to assert that the evidence indicates a pilot 

test project as well as the full-scale engineering 

project, had been authorized by IMINOCO and draws the 

conclusion that "[w]hile secondary recovery would have 

appeared in 1979 to be technically feasible by 1 

January 1984, the Tribunal believes that it would have 

been more prudent to have anticipated completion of the 

secondary project only by one or even two years after 

that date". The whole paragraph contains gross misrep

resentation of facts and far reached speculations. 
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However, rather than limiting my comments to the said 

statements, I will review the item in more detail. 

32. The only reservoir in the Rostam field for which 

secondary recovery had been ever mentioned is Rostam 

Shuiba and the Claim also concerns only this reservoir, 

as far as secondary recovery from Rostam is concerned. 

The relevant volumes asserted by Core Lab (the basis of 

the revised claim) and the Respondents are as fol
lows 36: 

Core Lab 

72,300 

l000's barrels 

Respondents 

(IOOC Report) 

22,778 

Award 

65,000 to 70,000 

The Claimant's original figure (PPCI) was 86,973 MSTB. 

33. Here again the imaginary reasonable buyer would have at 

his disposal four major items all of which would have 

required close attention. These were: 

(i) Historical Background of the Project. 

(ii) State of affairs in IMINOCO in 1979. 

(iii)NIOC's status after the Revolution 

(iv) A Reservoir engineering study concerning a water 

injection project that should have started in 

1977. 

I will give a brief account of each of these four as 

available in 1979. 

36 Claimant's.Hearing Exhibit, Chart H, Doc. No. 380. 
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34. The history of Rostam Shuaiba water injection goes back 

to 1968, one year before the field was put on produc

tion37. The following few years were spent collecting 

additional and further data which were becoming avail

able through development of and production from the 

reservoir. In 1973, PPCI began a model study of the 

field. In 1974 the Development Committee asked IMINOCO 

to design a water injectivity test in Rostam Shuaiba 

and to prepare the related feasibility study, it also 

accepted the PPCI report on history match and depletion 

predictions. In 1975 the Development Committee re-

viewed the Reservoir Model Sub-committee's recommenda

tions and accepted the results of model runs in which a 

number of water injection cases for Rostam Shuaiba were 

compared. 

performed 

In 1976 the results of injectivity test 

in well AR-28 were reviewed and it was 

confirmed that the injection rates assumed in the model 

study could be achieved. The Second Party stated that 

they were not in a position to give any recommendation 

on project implementation. IMINOCO recommended that 

sensitivity studies should be made to find the effect 

of delayed water injection. The model was based on 

1977 starting date, IMINOCO recommended two starting 

dates for the sensitivity studies, 1980 and 1982 38 • In 

the same year, Second Party asked for further filed 

tests and in spite of NIOC's view that the project had 

been already delayed considerably, the Development 

Comrni ttee recommended that a pilot project should be 

37 Respondents' Brief an.d Further Evidence, Appendix 
IV, Vol. I, Doc. No. 270, Annex 4-3, Minutes of the Rostam 
Field Development Committee Meeting of 27 Aug. 68. 

38 Doc. 272, supra, Minutes of Development Committee 
Meeting of 15 March 76, Annex 4-28. 
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run prior to proceeding with any full scale project 39 

In 1977, Second Party asked IMINOCO for a preliminary 

study of the necessary investments and postponed its 

decision regarding the project 40 It was on the 17 

October 197 8 that the Second Party finally announced 

its agreement with the pilot test adding that "(A]s far 

as the entire project is concerned, decision will be 

made, by them, after the results of the pilot test are 
41 known and analyzed". 

35. The state of affairs in IMINOCO in 1979 as seen in 

September 79 with regard to Rostam Shuaiba pilot test 

would show that while in the 117th Meeting of IMINOCO 

Board of Directors, held in Dec. 78, there had been an 

authorization for expenses related to the pilot test, 
th42 . the subsequent meeting in the 118 , in March had 

excluded it and that this exclusion had been confirmed 

and reconfirmed in the 119th43 and 12oth44 Board 

Meeting. It is interesting that the 118th , 119th and 

12 O th meetings have been ignored by the Award. Not a 

single step had been taken towards the implementation 

of the pilot test, and as the accounts up to Es fand 

39 Ibid, Minutes of Development Committee Meeting of 
November 76, Annex 4-29. 

4o Ibid, Minutes of the 106th Meeting of the IMINOCO 
Board, 13 Dec. 1977, Annex 4-30. 

41 Ibid, Minutes of the 
Board. para 4(b), Annex 4-33. 

115th Meeting 

42 Doc. 
second para. 

No. 271, supra Annex 4-21, p. 

43 

44 

Ibid Annex 4-22, p. 2. 

Ibid, Annex 4-24, p. 3. 

of IMINOCO 

3, item 6, 
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1358(March 79) clearly show not a single cent spent on 
't45 J. • 

There is no doubt that any imaginary buyer would take 

clear note of NIOC's position regarding its financial 

situation and reconsideration of all projects, see para 

20, supra. 

36. The other important point to consider is the fact that 

according to Claimant's own estimates the total cost of 

the Pilot test, the only part of the Rostam Shuaiba 

Water injection project which could be considered 

approved, would be approximately 1 percent of the whole 

project. Thus 99 percent of the project was certainly 

not decided upon. 

37. Thus, in summary, the imaginary buyer in 1979 would 

have seen, from the facts available at that time, a 

project for which reservoir engineering studies had 

been performed in early-mid 70's, a project 

continuously delayed, a project with an approval for 

only 1 percent thereof and even that with no budget, a 

First Party in financial problems having declared that 

it would reconsider even current commitments (having no 

commitment made here except for the 1%). But the Award 

suggests that such an imaginary buyer would have 

readily payed for 65 to 70 million barrels of oil based 

on what an study in early 70's had predicted the 

secondary recovery would be if started in 1977. 

38. I do not consider it necessary to go into a discussion 

of the said reservoir study for two reasons. Firstly 

45 Respondents' Rebuttal, Appendix VII, Vol. I, Doc. 
No. 353, Summary of IMINOCO Annual Expenditures Annex Ql-2. 
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because I consider the whole concept of secondary 

recovery from Rostam Shuaiba very speculative, so much 

that no award could include it. Secondly, because I 

consider the base reservoir engineering report out of 

date for any reasonable start-up in the 1990's. There 

is evidence that even in 1976 and 1977 it was realized 

that the effect of delay in start-up should be studied, 

for start-ups in 1980 and 1982. Surely a much longer 

delay, as must have been expected, would have made the 

usage of the said report impractical. 

39. Finally, the contemporaneous evidence strongly suggest 

that Rostam Shuaiba secondary recovery as seen in 1979 

would have been considered very speculative and could 

not be considered for any award. I further believe 

that a figure of approximately 23,000,000 barrels of 

secondary oil from Ros tam Shuaiba, such as the one 

suggested by the Respondents, can be only considered as 

"technically feasible" and not in fact realizable. 



Oil Prices 

1. Paras 124-130 of the Award are allocated to oil prices. 

The Award observes in the first paragraph that "[W]hile 

experience shows that forecasting future crude oil 

prices is difficult and open to a high risk of being 

proved wrong by the subsequent realities of the actual 

market, the Tribunal's objective here is to determine 

the range of expectations that seemed reasonable in 

September 1979, not the accuracy of those expectations 

in fact". This statement in itself requires quite a 

critical review in particular with due regards to the 

fact that it is stated as a legal observation to be 

included in a legal statement, in an award. 

2. Firstly, we have already seen that production forecast

ing is speculative and that this very Tribunal has 

decided that projections into the future, in particular 

long ones like this case, are speculative and as such 

should not be considered by the Tribunal. However, 

forecasting oil prices seems far more speculative than 

that of future production. It seems, from all the 

evidence, that oil price forecasts are very subjective. 

They are viewpoints. As the Tribunal has observed, in 

quoting the Claimant's expert witness in Case 56, the 

forecasts of oil prices "are based on available data 

and expert judgment at the time of valuation111 • 

3. Secondly, by selecting a 

here, we do not free the 

and subjective nature. 

range, in particular the one 

forecast from its speculative 

The sum of a number of 

1 Amoco Int. Finance Supra, Partial Award at p. 236. 

Annex 4 
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speculative forecasts is a speculative range. It is 

most important, in this regard, to point out that the 

forecasts considered to form a range are all selective. 

They are all forecasts presented by Claimants in this 

Case and similar cases, every one of which being based 

on increasing trend in real value. 

4. Thirdly, even if a range could be found which could be 

considered reasonable, certainly not the case for the 

one stated by the Award, from which a median could be 

chosen, then its combination with the speculative 

production forecast would result in a cash flow far 

more speculative than each of its constituents. To 

demonstrate this let us assume, that an average 

production forecast with a certainty of 70 percent 

could be obtained and further that a price forecast 

with a 60 percent chance of being correct could be 

imagined. Each of these could be considered the most 

reasonable on its own but the cash flow resulting from 

the two would have a probability of being right of only 

42 percent. Considering the production forecast and 

price projections suggested by the Award the 

probability of the resulting cash flow to be reasonable 

in percentile would probably be a one digit number. 

5. In para 125 of the Award, it is again stated that it 

should be understood that the Tribunal is not going to 

award "anticipated profits lost" but rather, it is to 

determine the value of the property taken. It refers 

to the Amoco International finance Award, supra, on the 

point that the value of an income-producing going

concern is certainly not the same as the "financial 

capitalization" value at the time of its anticipated 

future revenues, and adds that nevertheless the future 

income producing prospects must be taken fully into 

account. It finally states that although it is true 

that history has shown the price expectations generally 
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held in 1979 were grossly inflated, using such expecta

tion in the determination of the value of the property 

in 1979 would be neither wrong nor unfair. 

6. Insofar as what the Award says the Tribunal is or is 

not doing with respect to future profits, I will show 

the reality behind all these demagogical arguments in 

my Dissenting Opinion at length. 

7. The reference to Amoco International Finance Award, 

supra, is most interesting. That very award rejected 

DCF method for valuation and one of the reasons for 

such rejection was the use of the very oil price 

forecasts we are concerned with here. The Tribunal 

observed in that case, "Actually, it is well known that 

oil prices have demonstrated a great instability. 

Independently of the fluctuations of the free market, 

decisions relating to fixed prices or to the volume of 

production, taken in the past by the big oil companies, 

or more recently by OPEC or other producing countries 

have been responsible for these price variations. The 

difficulties and risks of error inherent in every price 
2 forecast are therefore considerably aggravated" . 

(emphasis added) 

The same award goes on to conclude on cash flow projec

tions (the result of production and price forecasts), 

stating: 

2 

"As a projection into future, any cash 
flow projection has an element of 
speculation associated with it, as 
recognized by the Claimant. For this 
very reason it is disputable whether a 

Ibid, para 237. 
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Tribunal can use it at jll for the 
valuation of compensation". 

Thus it seem that there has been no regards to the 

legal findings of the Tribunal in the Amoco Award. 

8. As regards the last sentence of Para 4, supra, it 

should be stated that it was not only the subsequent 

facts and events which made such price forecasts wrong, 

it is the very nature of such price forecasts that is 

speculative and thus from the instant they are made 

they are speculative and subject to being substantially 

wrong. Furthermore, once one considers the nature of 

the forecast, oil prices for 20 years to come, and the 

period during which the forecasts were supposed to have 

been made, 1979, then the speculative nature goes 

sky-high, not because of subsequent events, but because 

of their own nature. 

9 • Paras. 126 and 127 of the Award appear to be summariz

ing, or reporting certain parts of, the views ex

pressed by the Parties' expert witnesses. One of the 

statements made is that "Dr. Stevens also pointed to an 

alternative price forecast, one done by Chase 

Econometrics in May 1979 .•••. That Forecast was filed 

in Case No. 55", and further referring to the same 

forecast "that forecast, which was the most conserva

tive referred to in evidence •.• ". The conclusion from 

these statements, and one might even assume the objec

tive, appears in Para 128 where it is stated that "The 

Tribunal concludes that such a buyer would prudently 

have anticipated a range of future prices bounded •••• , 

and, at the bottom, by a conservative forecast along 

the lines of that by Chase Econometrics". The 

3 Ibid, para 238. 
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propositions put forward in these few paragraphs are 

very good indicators of the very unfair approach 

adopted by the Award, twisting the facts and prejudic

ing the Respondents. 

10. Firstly, with reference to Dr. Stenvens, the Award 

fails to mention how and why he pointed to another 

price forecast. In his relevant testimony4 , he states 

clearly that the object of his exercise is not to prove 

Phillips ·Iran's numbers "wrong". "The purpose is to 

show that there are no "right" numbers which could be 

used to determine 
5 methodology". His 

compensation by the use of DCF 

testimony was to show that using 

different assumptions one would get different results 

none of which would be "wrong" or "right", they would 

be all speculations. One of the alternative price 

forecasts he used was the Chase Econometrics about 

which forecast he observed "it is itself flawed by the 

atmosphere of uncertainty and general panic which 

prevailed in mid-1979 116 and further that "It could be 

argued quite strongly that given expected lower demand 

and increased potential supply that the Chase 

Econometrics forecast was too high 11 •
7 For this reason 

he also used another price forecast in which he reduced 

the Chase growth rate by 20 percent. In summary, Dr. 

Stevens pointed out to many alternative scenarios to 

4 Respondents' Rebuttal, Appendix 
Reports, Doc. No. 348, Testimony of Dr. 
Exhibit 3. 

5 

6 

7 

Ibid page 9. 

Ibid, page 21. 

Ibid 

IV, 
Paul 

Economics 
Stevens, 
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show that DCF could produce results ranging from 169 to 

4 million dollars. 8 

11. Secondly, the evidence shows that the Respondents 

argued that DCF methodology, being very speculative, 

should never be used, and or this reason they did not 

12. 

propose a price 

label the Chase 

the unreliable 

conservative on 

consider it as 

forecast themselves. Therefore, to 

Econometrics, so pointed out to show 

nature of the method, as the most 

record and much more seriously to 

a lower bound of range is totally 

misguided and wrong. 

Thirdly, as 

Econometrics 

the Award 

forecast is 

itself states, the Chase 

the very forecast on which 

another claimant relies against the very same Respon

dent. To pick up that forecast here and call it the 

conservative lower bound of a range of forecasts that a 

buyer would have used in 1979 is most prejudicial to 

the Respondents and the Tribunal has no right, and it 

would be indeed most improper, to pass judgement on a 

sensitive point of another Case. 

13. Therefore, any reference to the validity of Chase 

Econometrics forecast, one way or other, should be 

totally ignored. Furthermore, and as repeatedly stated 

hereinbefore, forecasting 20 years into future, in 

particular for the price of oil, is a matter already 

rejected by this Tribunal. In this regard it should be 

noted that the Tribunal in Amoco International Finance 

Award, supra, was looking at Chase Econometrics fore

casts. 

8 Ibid, page 34. 
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14. Therefore, as regards Oil Prices, any and all forecasts 

would be speculative and as such cannot be used to form 

a legal award. This together with the fact that future 

profits, revenues or whatever other label is attached 

thereto, have no place in the valuation of compensation 

on lawful taking, there is no need to discuss the 

relative acceptability, if any, of such forecasts or 

other alternatives. 

15. In closing my comments on the quantity of oil and oil 

prices, I would like to point out a general but impor

tant point. I think it most improper and illogical to 

assume that the value of the Claimant's rights and 

interests would have been substantially increased by 

the Iranian Revolution as the contrary is the most 

commonly assumed case. However it can be easily shown 

that using the D.C.F. method, the method suggested by 

the Claimant and the Award, in 1978 would have resulted 

in a value far less than that calculated in 1979, as 

the price of oil had been decreasing in real value for 

a number of years and there were no reasons to assume a 

change of trend. This fact alone should clearly show 

how unfair and illogical it would be to base any award 

on a D.C.F. calculation based on the proposed 1979 

data. I will return to this when discussing risks. 



Cost of Production 

1. I do not intend to analyze, in detail, the assertions 

made in the Award regarding the subject. The reasons 

being; firstly that cost estimates and projections into 

future are by nature speculative and thus not permissi

ble to form a part of any legal award, secondly, that 

the apparent use of such estimates is basically for the 

DCF calculations which I regard as unacceptable and 

inadmissible, and, thirdly, that even if, arguendo, 

there would be any purpose to develop such estimates, 

their effect could be easily evaluated. 

2. However, having made the general observation in the 

previous paragraph, I feel it necessary to give some 

observations with respect to the Award. I wholeheart

edly agree that "the Claimant's estimates of future 

costs under the JSA are substantially too low111 , but I 

believe the magnitude of the underestimation to be far 

greater than 50 to 75 percent, the range suggested by 

the Award 2 . The Claimant failed to reasonably refute 

any of the long list of objections raised by the 

Respondents, the effect of which would appear to 

substantially exceed the suggested 50-75 percent. 

There is at least one very clear example in the evi

dence that the estimates of the 5 year plan, which was 

never approved by the Parties but was however used by 

the Claimant, were way off even in 1979. The claimant 

has asserted that the 5 year plan had estimated the 

cost of plant and materials and engineering, for Rakhsh 

1 

2 

Award, Para 133. 

Ibid. 

Annex 5 
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Water Injection Project, to be 5,700,000 3 dollars (1978 

dollars). Based on this, the Claimant has then assert

ed that the costs, in 1979 dollars, would be 577,000 

for engineering and 5,873,000 dollars for plant and 

Materials4 . AGIP, who was carrying out the engineering 

study of the project was reported in 1979 by no less 

than Mr. Trampini, the Managing Director, to have es

timated the cost of main items of materials to be about 

10,000,000 dollars 5 . So in 1979 itself the cost 

estimates were approximately 100% off. Remembering 

that the Claimant had allowed neither for the certain 

increase in the real value of costs nor for the in

creasing costs with time as equipment and plants age, 

the overal under estimation would be far more. 

3 

4 

5 

Doc. No. 136, supra, Cost Report, page 11. 

Ibid, Table B.I. on page 13. 

Doc. No. 272, supra, Annex 4-23, Minutes of the 
120th IMINOCO Board Meeting. 



Risks 

1. In order to demonstrate the unfairness of the illogical 

finding by the majority, I provide my comments on the 

"risk" section of the Award. One who applies the DCF 

method has no choice but to take into account a 

discount rate, too. In this connection, I will attempt 

to analyze the matters dealt with in the Award. 

2. In para 134, the "Award" basically states the exclusion 

of "any diminution of value resulting from the taking 

of the Claimant's property or from any prior threats or 

actions by the Respondents related thereto". It also 

states that on the other hand "the Tribunal would not 

be warranted in ignoring the effects on the value of 

the property of the Iranian Revolution as they would 

have been perceived by a reasonable buyer in September 

79". I feel the language of the first statement is too 

general and subject to misinterpretation and I also 

consider that the question of general risks of 

nationalization should be clearly addressed and 

included in the risks which the Tribunal could not be 

warranted to ignore. I will discuss the two points 

together as they are interrelated. 

3. The Claimant had instructed its experts to exclude any 

risk for expropriation, arguing that uncompensated 

expropriation should be excluded by law and asserting 

that any other taking would be subject to "full" 

compensation, as interpreted by the Claimant, and thus 

no risk would be applicable. This question, almost 

with exactly the same assertions by the two Parties, 

has been already considered by this Tribunal. In the 

Amoco International Finance Award, supra, the Tribunal 

concluded that: 

Annex 6 
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"The exclusion of uncompensated expro
priation is still more troubling. 
According to the Claimant, such an 
exclusion was imposed as a matter of 
law, since the Respondents cannot take 
advantage of their unlawful acts. The 
legal principle on which the Claimant 
relies is undoubtedly correct, but 
should more accurately be expressed as 
forbidding the taking into account of 
the consequences of an unlawful expro
priation in the calculation of the 
compensation to be paid. Conversely, 
lawful expropriation would not be 
excluded. The risk of such an expro
priation, to be sure, would have con
stituted a deterrent for any prospective 
investor, especially if such a taking 
might occur in the near future. Fur
thermore, as noted before, compensation 
in such case of lawful expropriation 
does not mean restitutioin integrum, as 
reducing the risk to zero presupposes. 
In fact, expropriated oil companies have 
often found it to be in their best 
interest to accept settlements at net 
book value of the expropriated asset. 
Even if such a concession was usually 
made in the framework of a broader, 
positive commercial arrangement, this 
cannot be construed as nullifying the 
risk of expropriation. The instruction 
given to the expert by the Claimant 
assumed that any compensation would 
reestablish things, at least financial
ly, as they would have been if the 
expropriation did not take place. In 
other words, it was grounded on the 
contention that compensation for a 
lawful expropriation and damages for an 
unlawful one are one and the same thing, 
which the Tribunal has rejected". (see 
para 247 of the Award) 

4. Furthermore, the exclusion of the general risk of 

nationalization would introduce a very serious and 

irrational factor into the.case. What it would mean is 

that because the taking has actually taken place, the 

effects of which on the value are proposed to be fully 

excluded, the contract has become even more valuable 

than similar ones concerning natural resources 
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elsewhere in the world, and in particular in Middle 

East, which were surely subject to the general risks of 

nationalization. Such a paradox should be fully 

rejected and totally avoided. 

5. It is, of course, well realized that all such con

fusions, complications and speculations are unneces

sarily introduced into this case, and other similar 

cases, by the artificial scenario of the "assumed" 

reasonable buyer in spite of all the facts and evi

dence. This Tribunal has indeed expressed this view by 

stating: 

"It is another illustration of the 
artificiality, in such circumstances, of 
an exercise devoted to the determination 
of the price that would result from a 
free transaction between a hypothetical 
willing 1 seller negotiating at arms 
length" 

6. Para 135 of the Award discusses the discount rate of 

4. 5 percent used by the Claimant together with the 

risks the said rate is alleged to include. It also 

mentions some of the risks not included in the discount 

rate, as used by the Claimant, and the alleged reasons 

thereof. Para 136 then follows with an attempted 

summary of Respondents' principal criticisms. The 

Award, however, does not comment on any of the argu

ments put forth by the Parties. It goes on, in paras 

140-152, to discuss certain individual risks to decide 

whether or not and to what extent they would affect the 

value of Claimant's alleged rights and interest. 

7. I would therefore first point to the so-called real 

rates of return, then attempt to clarify a few 

1 Amoco International Finance, Award, supra at 248. 
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important points mentioned in the context of paras 135 

and 136 of the Award showing why a number of the other 

risks excluded by the Claimant should be included, and 

finally I will attend to the individual risks which are 

considered by the Award. 

8. In respect of the discount rate, I had discussed the 
'to 

matter at length in my separate memos i:tddressed the 

Tribunal. They will be also demonstrated in my 

Dissenting Opinion. 

9. As stated in para 7, supra, I believe a few of the 

statements made in para 135 of the Award require 

clarification. Such a need arises from the fact that 

while the Award has included some of the Respondents' 

objections to certain of allegations made by the 

Claimant, there remain quite a few areas which are 

presented in the Award in such a way that appears to 

imply their acceptability and validity at least as far 

as the Tribunal is concerned. These have to be put in 

the right perspective. 

1 O. Firstly, in the course of discussing Professor Myers' 

work the Award states "[U]nderlying his conclusion was 

the assumption that high risks associated with inter

ests in oil reserves in politically unstable areas to a 

large extent reflect the possibility of expropriation, 

which, in his view, was to be excluded in this Case". 

Although I have discussed the general risks of nation

alization, I find it appropriate to point out that Mr. 

Myers' very viewpoint fully supports my observations. 

This statement clearly shows two things: one that there 

is a high risk associated with interest in oil reserves 

in politically unstable areas, and second that Prof. 

Myers is reported to be apparently of the view that 

such risks should not be considered on this Case. The 

high risk referred to, has nothing to do with the 
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Government of Iran, NIOC or indeed any particular 

entity. It is a general high risk which exists in 

certain parts of the world. The JSA interests were 

subject to this risk prior to the Revolution and would 

continue to be subject to it should it, hypothetically, 

change hands. This risk is quite separate from the 

effect of any specific action allegedly attributed to 

the Respondents. This risk should never be excluded. 

11. Secondly, when discussing other risks, the Award 

reports Dr. Myers' thinking to be, "they were either 

eliminated", or "diversified away", because, as the 

Award states, Professor Myers assumed that the hypo

thetical buyer would add them to its diversified assets 

portfolio. There are two points related to this 

argument. One is that there is no reason whatsoever to 

assume a wide diversified asset portfolio for the 

hypothetical buyer. This point is amongst the ob

jections raised by the Respondents referred to by the 

Award in para 136. But there is a second point which 

is very important and of direct effects on the val

uation. The Award has reported the story as such that 

it implies that such diversifiable risks are evaporated 

out as soon as an imaginary buyer with a diversified 

portfolio of assets would consider buying the Claim

ant's rights and interests. This is not so at all and 

Professor Myers specifically and clearly attested to 

the contrary. 

12. In his Supplementary Report 2 , Professor Myers clearly 

states: 

2 Documents in Support of Claimant's Rebuttal, Doc. 
No. 325, Supplementary Report of Stewart C. Myers. 
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"Does this means that diversifiable 
risks should be ignored in discounted 
cash flow analysis? Certainly not, but 
their forecasted effects should be 
captured in cash f.low forecasts, not in 
the discount rate". 

There is nothing on evidence proving that the Claimant 

ever did this. Indeed most of Claimant's reference to 

such risks has been simply that they would be diver

sified away, and unfortunately the same treatment is 

suggested by the Award, but the expert, who is suppos

edly being reported, expressed otherwise in 1986. It 

should be pointed out that Professor Myers original 

report in 198 3 had said certain events were "random 

occurrences which, like geological risks are essential

ly eliminated when an oil reserve is held in a diver

sified portfolio of other assets" 4 (emphasis added). 

However and apparently in response to Respondents 

objections and other experts' views, Professor Myers 

corrected his own account. However there is no change 

of either the discount rate or cash flows alleged by 

the Claimant in 1986 as compared to those in 1983 and 

nothing has been presented by the Claimant to show that 

it had actually done what its own expert admitted, in 

1986, that should be done. 

13. Thirdly, the Award states "Professor Myers suggested 

that risks and uncertainties related to other three 

components of the DCF analysis be accounted for in the 

respective forecasts, and the Claimant asserted that 

this was the way they were dealt with in its calcu

lations". The truth of the matter is that Professor 

3 Ibid at page 15. 

4 Claimant's Economic Reports, Doc. No. 133, Myers 
Report, page 16. 
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Myers suggested such exercise for almost all risks as 

indeed we have just noted this view point being ex

pressed for diversifiable risks. What is more amazing 

is the Award' s treatment of the point. The Claimant 

has in fact only mentioned, and even that with diffi

culty, that there could be scenarios giving higher or 

lower values than the one used, thus alleging its 

scenario to be the average middle of the line one and 

thus, somehow, free of those risks. In any range, all 

the numbers except for the two limits would have 

figures lower and figures higher than themselves. 

Surely, such a fact does not make them the middle and 

most reasonable value in the range as every one would 

then qualify for such definition which should apply to 

one only. Furthermore, even averaging will not do. 

One has to take all probable cases, each with its own 

probability, to be able to say what the Claimant has so 

lightly suggested. In the absence of any evidence to 

the contrary, the Award should have clearly stated the 

fact that the Claimant had failed to show that it dealt 

with its calculations in 19 8 3, in accordance to what 

its expert stated in 1986. Furthermore, all these 

risks should have been evaluated and applied in the 

calculations. 

14. Thus, it becomes quite clear that the Claimant and its 

chosen experts had failed to produce any evidence to 

show that their calculations of either the discount 

rate or the cash flows had included any allowance for a 

range of risks including, but not limited to, the 

general risks of nationalization and all those risks 

referred to as "diversifiable" risks by Professor 

Myers. Indeed there is evidence showing that they did 

not. Therefore any calculation of value involving 

future risks should have evaluated and included all the 

risks left out by the Claimant and its expert from 

their calculations, though they might have referred to 
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them in their arguments. Of course, even those 

arguments, if properly analyzed, become witness to the 

fact that such risk have been in fact ignored in 

calculations. 

15. Para 137 of the Award first notes that since the 

Tribunal has decided to refrain from performing an 

alternative DCF calculations, an earlier suggestion of 

the Award, it will identify which risks are relevant to 

such analysis and determine their approximate effect of 

the value of the Claimant's JSA interests. The Award 

then names the risks which should be analyzed for the 

mentioned purpose. These are namely the risk that not 

all recoverable oil might be produced, the risk that 

world oil prices might prove to be lower than the range 

foreseen and the risk of coerced revisions of the JSA. 

16. I have already explained why a large number of other 

risks should have also been analyzed and I will, in due 

course, comment on those which the Award does include 

in its analysis. However it is the first part of para 

137 which requires a critical review to which I will 

attend next. 

17. Although the Award had proposed this line of analysis 

previously, for example in para 114, the real implica

tions of this illogical approach has become such more 

clear now that the Award has treated some of the 

elements such as the quantity of recoverable oil, and 

future oil prices. Of course, all these unjustified 

acrobatics and illogical hypothesis stern from the 

inexplainable insistence of the Award in justifying the 

use of the DCF method even when it means sacrificing 

fairness, justice and indeed pure logic. Nevertheless 

even if one uses the DCF method, for whatever purpose 

it might serve, the method used by the Award to 

apparently correct it is in absolute contradiction to 
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the very principals behind DCF methodology. Therefore 

I will only explain this second point as I have al

ready, and repeatedly, stated that DCF method, even in 

its correct form, if there were one, cannot be used. 

18. It is well known, and indeed it has been explained in 

detail by various party experts involved in this Case, 

that the DCF method is no more than a method of calcu

lation the accuracy of whose results depends on the 

accuracy of the data used and that it is very time 

sensitive and the Award itself acknowledges this fact 

in footnote 35 on page 83. Nevertheless the Award 

finds it fit to simply apply some sort of overal 

adjustment for the effect of partially correcting some 

of the basic data. I had warned the Tribunal of he 

great injustice which could result from it attempting 

to make decisions in technical and specialized fields 

in which it lacks the proper expertise. This is 

another manifestation of such interference. I have no 

claim of any expertise in the field but simple logic 

together with due regards to views expressed and 

explanations provided by the Parties' experts convince 

me that the approach adopted by the Award for "cor

recting" or "adjusting" the DCF results as asserted by 

the Claimant is wrong and contradictory to the very 

nature of DCF method. 

19. I can see two types of correction with totally differ

ent effects. On the one hand we might have corrections 

which can be directly applied to the result which I 

will call the first type and on the other we might be 

faced with corrections which can be only applied in the 

body of the calculations and not to the result, these I 

will call the second type. It is this second type of 

correction that I am addressing and it is this type 

that we are concerned with for most of the necessary 

adjustments. 
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20. Starting with quantity of oil, it can be seen clearly 

that almost all of the correction, no matter of what 

magnitude, is of the second type. This arises from the 

fact that DCF uses the production forecast in yearly 

figures rather than the over al quantity of oil to be 

produced. Naturally the only time one could apply the 

correction to the result would be when, and if, all the 

yearly figures are to be corrected by the~ factor. 

Here we have a number of reservoirs with different 

levels of production and indeed different expected 

trends and these are all mixed together. Furthermore 

we are faced with forecasts of primary and secondary 

recoveries. The corrections required for secondary 

recovery are very much time sensitive and uneven with 

respect to the overal period of time. Therefore it is 

mathematically, logically and indeed legally wrong to 

even think of such simplified overal corrections. An X 

percent correction in the volume of recoverable oil can 

affect the overall result by much higher, or much 

lower, than X percent. Same argument might be applica

ble to the costs which of course, have a relatively 

smaller effect than the others. 

21. On the price of oil, 

first type only if 

forecast and reduces 

the correction would be of the 

one accepts the trend of the 

all yearly values by the same 

factor. Since this is, apparently, not what the Award 

is suggesting, then the correction can not be applied 

directly to the result even if the basic argument 

regarding future price of oil were correct, which it is 

not. Therefore the correction here is also of the 

second type. 

22. On the discount rate and risks, almost all corrections 

would be of the second type. Regarding the discount 

rate itself, assuming one can be finally achieved, the 

correction is of second type. As for the risks, since 
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there is no dispute between the Parties as to the fact 

that some of these should be taken care of in the cash 

flows and the others in the final discount rate, all 

become of the second type. 

23. It can be seen from the brief review presented in paras 

17-22 hereof that the concept of correcting or adjust

ing the results of DCF analysis without performing 

another one is absurd. It makes one wonder about the 

future of international jurisprudence if such irrespon

sible and baseless arguments were allowed to become 

legal findings. 

24. Yet another amazing argument appears in para 138. It 

refers to Respondents' suggestion that Article 35 of 

the JSA, which made the Claimants' interests transfer

able only with the consent of NIOC, created an addi

tional risk affecting the value of those interests. It 

then states "to accepts such a conclusion, however, 

would require an assumption that NIOC would act in bad 

faith to prevent the sale of these interests to a 

qualified buyer, and that is an assumption the Tribunal 

could not fairly make". Two points need to be made 

here, one is to clarify the effect of Article 35 and 

the other is to analyze the ingenious conclusion stated 

in the Award with respect to NIOC's possible use of the 

Article. 

25. The effect of Article 35 is very clear indeed. It 

makes the JSA rights of whoever makes the Second Party 

a restricted one, at least as far as transferring 

thereof is concerned. The effect of Article 35 is not 

to be limited to this hypothetical scenario involving 

the imaginary buyer. The point is that not only the 

imaginary buyer and the imaginary transaction would 

have required NIOC and Iran's consent but also the 

imaginary buyer would be buying rights which could not 
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be freely transferred in future. It is therefore both 

the assumed transfer of 1979 and the rights to be 

transferred that were subject to the stipulations of 

Article 35 and the risks thereof. 

26. However the astonishing part of para 138 is the conclu

sion it reaches. For whatever the effects of Article 

35, to accept the stated argument by the Award would 

mean that if First Party ever exercised its rights as 

provided by Article 35, it would be an act in bad 

faith. If one were to believe the theories put forth 

by the Award then one would have no alternative but to 

assume that the signatories to the JSA, in particular 

those representing the First Party, were insane. It 

takes insanity on the part of First Party or magic on 

the part of Second Party to include such rights for the 

First Party that any exercise thereof would constitute 

bad faith. In fact a comparison of the wording of 

Article 35 with other articles involving an approval by 

the First Party and Iran, for example Article 19. 1 5 , 

makes it clear that the right of the First Party and 

Iran under Article 35 is absolute. 

27. To finish its most amazing handling of Article 35, and 

in simpler words to add insult to injury, the Award 

adds "Moreover, the Respondents have presented no 

evidence to show that such an agreement-to-transfer 

5 Claimant's Exhibits, 
Article 19.1 provides in part 

Doc. No. 132, Exhibit 6, 

"... • . • subject to Governments' written 
consent which shall be applied for 
through First Party and shall not be 
unreasonably withheld or delayed". 
(emphasis added). 

Article 35 does not have such conditions. 
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provision is peculiar to the JSA and is not common to 

most oil exploration and production arrangements 

throughout the Middle East and therefore might depress 

its value in relation to alternative opportunities". 

28. I suggest that the objection is out of context and is 

directed to the wrong party. It is out of context 

because there is no doubt that any limitations on the 

right-to-transfer would have a negative effect on the 

value of the asset in question, and here the Award is 

attempting to value the compensation based on hypothet

ical transfer at arms length. The Tribunal is not 

valuing the alleged rights on the basis of the value of 

similar agreements in the Middle East so that the 

inclusion or exclusion of a similar condition in those 

agreements could become relevant. It is also directed 

to the wrong Party. The Respondents have shown that 

such an article does exist in the JSA under question 

and have asserted, quite correctly so, that it would 

have a depressing effect on its value compared to any 

other asset freely transferable in the market. It is 

the Claimant who has not provided any evidence what

soever to show whether such limitation exists in all 

similar agreements and further, even if that were the 

case, that it would not affect the value thereof. 

29. In Paras 140-152, the Award discusses those risks which 

it suggestes to have been considered, these being 

basically of the three types referred to previously. 

The Award analyses each type of risk, discussing the 

various individual risks which would give rise to it 

and concludes, in each part, as to the effect of such 

risk. 

30. Although my method has, so far, been to analyze and 

discuss the Award in a paragraph-by-paragraph basis, I 

have to diverge from such method and present my 
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comments in a conceptual form though I need to point 

out a few specifics as well. 

31. As already noted in Paras 2-5, 10-14 and 24-28, supra, 

I believe that here are many other risks besides those 

considered by the Award which would have substantially 

affected the value of the alleged rights. These risks 

have been ignored. They must have been carefully 

recognized, analyzed and included in the proposed 

valuation. 

32. The other major objection of mine to the Award in this 

area has been explained in paras 17-23, supra. I 

strongly believe that the majority's main objective in 

the Award has been to reach a definite amount favorable 

to the Claimant, without any regards to the basic 

principal that such objective should meet the tests of 

a legal finding, to be lawful, just, correct and real. 

It seems the Award has no time, and indeed no respect, 

for such principals. 

33. The risks should be dealt with properly and five stages 

are required. First to recognize all risks involved 

and make sure that facts are not mixed with risks. 

Second, to classify the risks into those which would 

affect the individual yearly cash flows uniformly and 

those which would not have a uniform affect. Third, to 

give probabilities to those various risks which involve 

certain parts of cash flows and perform a probability 

analysis. Fourth to include all uniform risks in 

discount rate based on a reasonable bench mark. Fifth 

to rerun all calculations. Interestingly enough this 

method has been very strongly recommended by Claimant's 

chosen expert, Professor Myers. The problem there 

beeing that the methodology recommended by the expert 

and the calculations carried out by the Claimant, or 

its other chosen experts, are totally different. 
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34. Having explained my opinion in para 33, itself very 

much arguendo as DCF should not be used at all, I see 

no reason to go into the subjective analysis of some of 

the risks by the Award. I do however agree with the 

Award that the effects of certain risks would be very 

substantial though I may not agree with the arguments 

therefor. However I strongly disagree with the majori

ty's opinion regarding the effect of some of those 

risks considered by the Award. I also feel that a 

number of misconceptions should be pointed out. These 

I'll do very briefly in the following paragraphs. 

35. On the risk that not all the recoverable oil would be 

produced the draft has mixed facts with risks of both 

general and specific effects. The financial problems 

of th First Party was a fact and not a risk. Iran's 

policies regarding future production would be of two 

categories. Those policies declared and known by the 

valuation date, would be facts. That Iran would 

further decide to change the ceiling would be a risk. 

On Secondary recovery projects, there would be a good 

number of years of delay known for a fact in 1979. 

Then there would be a risk as whether or not these 

projects would in fact start at those delayed start-up 

dates. These risks would need to be introduced in the 

body of cash flows. There are very many instances of 

such total confusion in the majority's handling of this 

type of risk. This is not the only shortage in their 

so-called Award, they have also ignored many of the 

risks such as those quite high geological and 

engineering risks involving secondary recovery projects 

and so on. 

36. One of the specific areas that I find most unreasonable 

is the treatment, by the Award, of risks associated 

with force majeure, as its effect on production is 

concerned. This is a good example of the type of 
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treatment the Award gives to the evidence. Therefore, 

I will point out a few of the more misleading state

ments appearing in para 148. 

37. The Award states that short term disruptions would not 

have a significant impact on total production, as 

subsequent production could be increased to compensate 

and that the likelihood of long-term ones, such as war; 

in 1979 was debatable and, furthermore, Article 16(1) 

of the JSA would extend the term. There are three 

major statements in para 148 of the Award, all grossly 

wrong. Firstly the Tribunal is not technically qual

ified to decide whether or not the production level 

could be increased to compensate past losses. Secondly 

the very fact that the occurrence of an event is 

debatable, makes that event a risk. If one would be 

sure of its occurrence it would be a fact, and if one 

was certain that there would be no question of it 

happening the risk would be zero. It is indeed at 

times of questioning and debating the likelihood of an 

event that risks and probabilities should be con

sidered. Thirdly, one should remember that the exten

sion of the term of JSA would have a marked effect on 

its present day value. It is of interest that even the 

Claimant's chosen expert, Professor Myers, not only 

admitted that there would be an effect but also provid-
6 ed methods and examples for a short-term one, labour 

unrest. Even he was not as generous to the Claimant as 

the Award, a supposedly legal opinion, is. 

38. I will conclude my discussion of risks by commenting on 

para 149 of the Award concerning the risks associated 

6 Professor Myers 
Transcripts, pages 853-854. 

Hearing Testimony. Official 
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with oil prices followed by a general observation. 

This Paragraph refers to a price forecast filed by 

another Claimant against the same Respondent as "the 

most conservative contemporaneous forecast in 

evidence". I have already discussed this matter and 

strongly objected to this outrageous practice. It also 

states, in effect, that since it has allegedly assumed 

a range, there would be no risks. Again I have 

discussed why such range is in no way representative. 

So here I will just state the fact that by doing so the 

Award has shown its extreme one-sided nature. The fact 

is indisputable that the price forecast considered as 

the lower bound here, has been already rejected by the 

Tribunal as speculative 7 The fact is indisputable 

that the Claimant's own experts admitted, and indeed 

explained, the high risks associated with price 

forecast. Finally it is a fact that oil prices in 

reality did fall way below those forecasts. The Award 

somehow finds it fit to ignore all these. 

39. One of the most striking features of the Award is its 

utter vagueness. This is true about it as a whole but 

more so in the part covering valuation. I have pointed 

out the irresponsible and illogical treatment of 

quantity of oil, where not only the total volume 

suggested is extremely high but also that it has no 

substantiation. I have also shown that there is no 

legal basis for use of anticipated future oil prices 

and that it seems the objective of the Award is to make 

as many references as possible to another case, 

involving the same forecast and the same Respondents, 

thus prejudicing the Respondents. I have further 

explained the erroneous and unacceptable treatment of 

7 Amoco Int. Finance, Award, supra. 
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future costs. However, the masterpiece of the Award is 

its treatment of discount rate and risks where it seems 

that maximum effort is used to write a lot but commit 

nothing in a definite form. Of course all these do 

have an objective which is to conceal the outrageous 

nature of the compensation awarded. 

However, and notwithstanding all the efforts employed 

by the other two members of this Chamber to hide the 

reality, it is quite simple to reconstruct the final 

figure and deduce its basis. 

As stated in Para 155 of the Award, it is considered 

that the Claimant owes 8.8 million dollars to the 

Respondent for unpaid 1978 dues. On the other hand the 

Award considers the Respondents owing the Claimant for 

oil lifted in Ma~ch-Sept. 1979 and other matters, see 

same paragraph of the Award, which according to the 

Claimant would be 3.5 million Dollars. Therefore there 

would be a net amount of 5.3 million dollars due to the 

Respondents making it necessary for the DCF results for 

the 1979 value to be 60.3 (55+5.3) million dollars. 

Using the other quantities suggested by the Award, a 

quantity of oil of 285 million barrels, the price 

forecast so named and 75 percent increase in costs, it 

can be easily shown that the discount rate would be 

approximately 7{ %. 

It is shameful that, having used outrageous assumptions 

regarding the quantity of oil and oil prices based on 

the suggestion that their divergence from realities 

would be considered under risks, and then having 

admitted that each of such risks would substantially 

affect the value, to come up with the equivalent a 

discount rate of ?!12%, supposedly inclusive of all 

those risks. The tactics used by the other two members 
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of this Chamber strongly resemble those of the 

Claimant: Say a lot and do very little. 

In short the 55 million dollars awarded by the other 

two members not only is based on using a methodology 

already rejected by this Tribunal, and that by no less 

than an internationally distinguished authority, but 

also is the result of using the following: 

1) A volume of oil over three times that officially 

declared by the Claimant in 1979. 

2) A price forecast proven to be highly over-esti

mating in fact and found to be opeculative and 

rejected by this Tribunal. 

3) A discount rate supposed to include risks substan

tially affecting the value, but being in fact less 

than that suggested by the Claimant's expert 

witness in 1979 for a concern in U.S.A. with for 

less risks. The discount rate used is almost one 

half of that this very Tribunal used for the only 

DCF based award, Starrett, supra, where again the 

risks were much lower than this Case. 

There seems to be little escape from the apparent 

conclusion that it would be hard to imagine the other 

two members of this Chamber having based their finding 

on any rational. It would be more realistic to assume 

that the qbjective had ben a figure, a very high, 

unjust and unfair one, with a lot of write up, not to 

justify it, as that would be impossible, but to conceal 

the unjustifiable nature of it. It is indeed most 

shameful. 
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:1>.NAGEM!Ni Is CC>HME..'-l"rS il:LATING 
TO OIL AND GA~ RESE~vtS AND R£1.ATI:D INF0R."1.ATION 

( Cone 1 nued) 

The SEC views the Summar, of Oil and C.s ProJucing Activities Prepared on the 
Basis of Reserve llecognition Accountiog (Summary) as a doc1.111ent ~ndar 
development and recognizes th.at th~re are numerous concepcua.l a:td 
im.~lementation issues vi.th respecc to RlU that ~use be re&olved. 

RR.A is premised on the concipc tlut earning, and losses lho~ld be recognized ~t 
thtt ~im.e reaervea are discovered or ?'eV'ised, and a.s economic con.diti.ons change. 
The c01.::~~t of 'R1tA is furthu explained by considering the following points 
when revie-wi:l.g the Summary, page S-33: 

?OSiE APPELE: 

o The addicio:ts to estimated proved reserves of $284 million 
result from i:aluing the prc\Ved reserves resulting from 
extensions, discoveries and otl-,~r additions during t979, 
principally in che United States, at December 1979 average 
realized sales prtces, and discounted at 10 percent per 
anmm,. based ~pen the ancic1paced production $ch.ed~l•• The 
disco~nted present value ecst o! $72 million for develuplng 
and producing chese reserves is estimated ha.sed upon 1979 
opera ting experience and 1s ded~ ted als~·.-here 1n the SUJ:111Urv. 

o The averaie worldwide saies prices for liqu~ds and nacural 
gas inc:eased substantially bet:ween December 1978 and 
December 1979. AS a result of these hiih•r prices hicure 
net revenues from est1maced p:--::,duc:tion of proved reser,•es 
increased and, when discounted at 10 percent, provided an 
additional S8,~OO =1lt1on of present value of estimated 
revenues aa reflected in the Summary. 

0 Previous reserv~ estimates and -production tf'~-~.Hts were 
revised during 1979 to exclw:ie Iranian er•·· .esa rves 
( l 5 ra.1llion barrels) and the sale 1.n pl.· 11 of crude 
reserves (19 millioa barrels) co tr.~ ;1l1erian go"ernraent. 
~vis tons ..,.a.lued at Decemt>er 1979 average sales price.a less 
ave~age productlon costs exper1~nced in 1979, discounted 
at'. 10 -i:,erc:ent, resulted 11\ a ~ecline in pre ■ent value ut 
estimated future nat nves:u.11u of $1,916 11.illton. 

u The accretion of discoun~ of $1,006 million was c:o~puted 
by applying cha 10 percent discount rate to the beglnn(ne
of-year pres4'nt v11l1.1e of esti=.ate,;1 future net rev41tnulis. 

o The .::ostlil of unsuccasstul ex?lor.iti.on .ic:tlvities durl1,~ 
1979, 1nc:lud1.r.; 1m~lment ot lease ac:quhltion l!osts 
and abandonment ot ,us?ended exploration project, (S343 
mi 11 ion)• are r•rl~ted in the SU1D1Ury. 

o The costs of eiq:ilontory wells drUltng at year-1enci 1979, 
exploratory prcjects ~1ng ev&luated and unprO'lled o1l and 
gas lea'ies are de!err~d ~ntLL & final dec:lsion re11rd1.tl& 

s-3, 
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E:STL"'J.TI::l QUAN'I!T!e.5 OF PRO\,EI) OII. A.ND GAS .R.ES~VES (tJNAUDITE:D) 

The Col:l)acy'3 c~ti::.lted ntt q1.1..&ncities of nvned c:-ude oil, condansace and 
azir:ural gas liquids (liqui.ds) and aatural gas reserves are as follovs: 

Proved ~iouids ~eserves* (l) 
Begi=!..llg oi l978 
Revisions of prev1.01.1s estim.ues 
!.::1?roved recovery 
?urcha.ses of reserves in plac,; 
Extensions, discoveries a.nd 

other additions 
?roduc:ion 
Sales of reserves i.n place 
End of L 978, as previou$ly 

reµorted 
Royalty adjustment (2) 
Loong-cer=. supply agreements (l) 
s~osequent event (J) 
~d of 1978, t"eVi$ed 

Revisions of previous ~s~i:nates 
!.::1proved recovery 
Purch.a.ses or reser-1es 1n place 
Extensions, discoveries and 

other a..dditions 
?roducr:ion 
Sales of reserves in pla.c~ -

~igeria (4) 
:'.nd of l 9 7 9 ( 7) 

?~oved Dcvelooed !...:.:uids Raserves 
Beginning of L978 
E.nc1 o! l 978, as ?rtvioualy 

re?oro;ed 
Royalty adjust~ent (2) 
~ong-cet"!:I supply agrewmencs (2) 
Subsequent evenc ()) 
Reclassified to uncevelo?ed 
f:nd of l978, revi::ied 
~n~ of. L979 (7) 

United 
Sta.:.es 

550 
2 

23 
l 

4 
(58) 

522 

4 
(58) 

508 -
471 -
4cc 

'5) 
4 ss -44l -

?!illions of Barrels 
Europe-
Africa ~ 

l,073 
(65) 

14 
(59) 

963 
(10) 

(127) 
826 

(35) 

(60} 

(19) 
;TI -

6LO -
549 

(5) 

(26) 

sTa -.:.86 
--==-

36 
(2) 

(10) 

24 

(8) 

1b' 
(l6) 

-·"· -
17 -
24 

(8) 

7 -_,,.,, -

1. 659 
(65) 
23 

l 

ta 
(l 27) 

1,509 
(lO) 

(8) 
(:27) 

1. 364 
(28) 

17 

:. 
(Ll8) 

(l 9) 

T':'TI"5' -
1,098 -
l, ~JJ 

(5) 
(8) 

(Zol 
( 5) 

789 -927 
-=-

• ?roved resarves ~ncl~d• both dcvelo~ad. and un.ciGV&loped re•aC"Ves. 

ntrani.an reserves excluded £S a resul: of Lnte~l strife in that country. 

s-v 
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To . Mr • Briner . 
Mr. Aldrich 

From . S.K. Khalilian (?' . 
Subject . Draft Award in Case 39 . 
Date . 28 June 1989 . 

The Tribunal Rules of Procedures and standard arbi-

tration practice require that all members of the Tribunal 

concerned with a case be given the opportunity of partic

ipating in all the stages of deliberation before an award is 

made in that case. No member of the Tribunal should be kept 

in the dark by the other members about the process of 

deliberations and the issues which are being discussed in 

the case with which they are all concerned. Memoranda 

exchanged between the members are also regarded as part of 

the deliberation process and should be fully communicated to 

all the members concerned. 

I have recently obtained, from a source which I do not 

feel obliged to disclose, a memorandum which has been 

previously communicated to you by Mr. Aldrich without making 

it available to me. This memorandum indicates that certain 

discussions and memoranda have been exchanged between you of 

which I have not been informed. 

My review of the memorandum communicated to you by Mr. 

Aldrich indicates certain computations conducted for the 

purpose of discounting at 15% the future net cash flow to 

which the Claimant in Case 39 is allegedly entitled. The 

schedules attached to the memorandum reveal that a formula 

has been used in order to calculate the present value of the 

cash flow projected for the Claimant. The formula is: 
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Future cash flow 

Present value = 
(1 + r) t 

where "r" is the discount rate per period and "t" is the 

number of periods. Thus, for example, if the expected cash 

flow in year 20 is $100, then the present value of that $100 

at 15% would be calculated as follows: 

$100 

Present Value = 
= $6.11 

(1 + 0.15) 20 

In order to arrive at the Present Value of $6.11, the 

numerator above the line (i.e. $100 in this case) has to be 

divided by the denominator. The latter is calculated by 

multiplying (1+0.15) by itself a number of times. In this 

example, 1. 15 is multiplied by itself 20 times, giving a 

product of 16.36 as the denominator. However, Mr. Aldrich's 

working sheets attached to his memo reveal that the denom

inator in this example has been incorrectly calculated by 

him as follows: 

1 + (0.15 X 20) 

giving a product of 4, by which Mr. Aldrich has divided the 

$100 in this example. This means that in Mr. Aldrich's 

working sheets, the present value of $100 in year 20 is 

calculated as $25 (i.e. $100/4) instead of $6.11, which is 

the correct answer as explained above. 

As a result of this obvious mathematical mistake in the 

application of the DCF formula and in view of the magnitude 

of the claim in this case, you have arrived at an exorbitant 

amount inserted in the Draft Award. 
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However, as indicated in my memo of 27 June 1989, even 

if we accept, arguendo, the assumptions made in the Draft 

Award about the quantities of oil, the oil prices and the 

production costs, still the present value of the cash flows 

projected by the Draft Award for the Claimant would be 

reduced to approximately $26 million, if the formula is 

correctly applied. 

As you can see the difference is substantial. I, 

therefore, invite you to discuss this issue as soon as 

possible. Furthermore, I hereby put on record my objection 

to the manner in which you have conducted the process of 

deliberation in Case 39, as a result of which I have been 

deprived of the opportunity of full participation in the 

deliberation in this Case. 

In the meantime, I expect you to let me have a copy of 

all the memoranda exchanged between you in connection with 

the deliberation in Case 39, together with an explanation as 

to why I have not been kept fully informed of the exchange 

of views and discussions between you with respect to this 

Case. 

cc. Registry Officers 




